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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
in 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897

A Varied Program To Be
Presented

At

Camden

Meeting Oct. 22

The annual meeting of the KnoxLlncoln County Farm Bureau will be
! held at Camden Opera House Thurs! day, Oct. 22. starting at 10 a. m.
President Arthur A. Hauck of the
••• ' University of Maine will speak In the
•••
In this world It is necessary •* moming. President Hauck is an out
♦ that we assist one another. —
standing speaker having addressed
LaFontalne
*•* ' many organizations in the State
during the past few years. Members
should plan to be present in the fore
A DEPARTMENT FAIR
noon to hear and meet President
Farmington Will Be Mecea of the Hauck.
Mrs. Rena C. Bowles, home indus
Sons of Union Veterans Saturday
tries specialist, and Miss Mabel
The annual Department Pair of the 1 Carvel, buyer for Old Town Furni
Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil ture Store, are presenting an illusWar will take place in Farmington ; trated playlet on “Restful Bedrooms.''
Entertainment features of the pro
Saturday. Oct. 17. A large attendance
from all Camps in the State is ex gram are being furnished by com
pected to attend this annual outing. munities in Knox County. They will
Past Department Commander I. Les consist of readings, songs, dances,
lie Cross. Mrs. Mae Cross, Department dialogues, pantomimes and sketches.
Exhibits are to be featured by the
Auxiliary Chaplain, and Mrs. Nellie
extension
agents. Agricultural ex
Achorn, past Department Auxiliary
President, will be there. Many from hibits are being planned by County
Knox County are planning to attend. Agent. R. C. Wentworth. Home
Anderson Camp will be well repre Economics featured in this line will
sented and all members are urged to be in charge of Jessie M. Lawrence,
attend if possible. Anyone wishing home demonstration agent. Miss
transportation to the fair should see Ruth M. Clark is showing some 4-H
Oliver Hamlin and everything pos Club work.
Dinner is to be served at Meguntisible will be done so that all who wish
cook
Grange hall and at the Ameri
to attend may do so.
Among the many prizes at the fair can Legion hall for 35 cents. The
will be an electric toaster, electric menue consists of: Beef stew, pickles,
clock and an electric heating pad dark and white bread, choice of
The goal this year is only $500. and apple or pumpkin pie and coffee.
These dinner arrangements are in
this amount can easily be attained
through the co-operation of every charge of Mrs. Eva Young, Mrs.
Mildred Sheldon. Mrs. Mary Nash,
Camp in the State.
Publicity Committee, Oliver Hamlin Mrs Emelyn Bridges, and Mrs. Mars
and Kenneth Moran, Anderson Camp, ton Beverage, President of Legion
Auxiliary. Tickets will be on sale all
Rockland.
the moming.
OPEN UNTIL NOVEMBER 1ST
WALDO INDICTMENTS
••RUTH’S”
Ruth Barter. Prop.
The Waldo County grand jury yes
HOT LOBSTER STEW, SALADS
terday reported 15 indictments. There
AND SANDWICHES, PASTRY
TeL 80,15
Tenant's Harbor, Me. are two each against Kenneth Pease
of Rockland, Charles Leach of War
118-129
ren and Arthur Gray and Philemon
Russell of Belfast for alleged break
ing. entering and larceny, and one
each against Kenneth Ogier and Irv'
Podiatrist
Chii'opod'st :ng Hansel of Camden for alleged
larceny.
Graduate of Middlesex College
of Podiatry
WE BUY
Announces the opening
of his office at
Dressed Hogs, Beef. Lamb and Veal.
ROOM 1. 400 MAIN STREET
We sugar cure and smokp your hams,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Arch Supports Individually Fitted shoulders and bacon.
C. H. RICE COMPAN Y
Hours: 9 to 5, and by appointment
Tillson Avenue
Rockland, Me.
Telephone 245-W
121-132

Louis J. Muthig

118*Th»127

mw—iff. *
Roland; 1 have the best news yet. We

can both make that cruise to
Havana in a luxury liner this
winter—

SEAPLANE FLIGHT. 1.00
All Day Sunday, October 18
Rockland Public Landing
Telephone 8090
INTER-CITY FLYING SERVICE, Inc.
124*125

Public Notice
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 304 of

the Banking Act of 1935, notice is hereby given
by The Thomaston National Bank in the Town
of Thomaston, State of Maine, that the liability

imposed upon the holders of shares of its com
mon stock by the provisions of Section 5151,

U. S. Revised Statutes, as amended, and Section

23 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended,
shall cease on July I, 1937.

By Order of the Board of Directors,
H. F. DANA,

Cashier.
124-lt

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, October 15, 1936

THREE CENTS A COPY
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marms! This situation was grave'
ANOTHER SUSPECT
enough, but the limit of our troubles
had not been reached, for there soon
Man Brought From Aroos
loomed in front of us a large New I
took—To Be Interviewed
York car which had become stalled.
In Mills IMuder Case
An easy way out of our troubles j
would have been for us to proceed to I
A search which covered a period,
the nearest town and send help back
of six weeks ended yesterday at Mars
to the stranded car. Two things pre
Hill, Aroostook County, when Sheriff
vented. One was the fact that there
(By The Roving Reporter—Second Installment)
Rockland. Oct. 12.
C. Farle Ludwick and Frank H.
was no chance to pass on either side;
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
farms where the black fox industry and the other was the generous and!
Cooper of the Attorney-General’s De
I have enjoyed reading the list of Rockland
was engaging the owner's attentions. ehivalric instinct which always pos
partment, took Into custody Joseph
and Thomaston vessels sent to you by Nathan F.
The farms are all well irrigated.
H. Murray, a young man of uncertain
sesses Edward O'B. Gonia.
Cobb and Capt. Arthur Elliot and others.
Rarely did I see a house roof that
residence who was regarded as a
The thought came to me that some of your
From
David
Harum's
Town
was built on the same pattern as
possible suspect in the Ada Mills
readers might enjoy reading a list of the vessels
So the Chevy was nosed up to the
ours. The Canadian roofs curve at
murder case at Camden last July,
built ln Rockport. I am Inclosing a complete list,
the eaves, which makes for graceful rear of the stranded car, Ed stepped
Murray is known, the officers say,
built by Carleton, Norwood & Co., ships, barks and
ness, but I should think there wouRi on the gas ,and the marooned one
to have been In Camden the week
schooners in chronological order; also two brigs
be a tendency for snow and ice to was pushed out of the deep rut.
of the crime, but just what his con
by Captain Eastman, in the early days of Rockport,
This
process
was
repeated
several
lodge there.
nection with the affair is supposed
Capt. Simon H. Wall.
times, and both cars triumphantly
to have been is not being divulged by
Fall Plowing Is Done
made their way through nine miles
the officials.
It seemed as if every farmer in the
In 1842 Captain Charles Eastman built on Goose River, above where the
of mud. The driver of the New York
They have already talked informal
Quebec
Province
had
done
his
fall
One thing which mystified me con
car was a very attractive young wom village bridge now stands, the brig Berodlno, 115 tons. In 1843, he built the ly with Murray, but the real exami
plowing.
Driving
between
Levis
and
siderably during my motor trip across
an. and when we stopped later at the brig Capt. John, 125 tons.
nation will be held today, and if
Sorel we saw thousands of acres of
List of vessels built by Carleton. Norwood & Co. at Rockport from 1844
the Province of Quebec last Satur
approach to a toll-bridge we learned
there ls any weakness in the man's
furrows which appeared to have been
to 1904. all built by John Pascal and son Chester L. Pascal.
day was the presence of so many freshly turned. Two-wheeled farm that she was Miss Harriet A. Wickstory it is not apt to pass Messrs.
Net tonnage is reptesented in each instance.
wire
and
that
her
companion
was
Ludwick and Cooper unobserved.
poplar trees, planted unmistakably wagons are everywhere in evidence
Miss Adele Calale. both from Homer, Rig
Name
These officials have worked un
for decorative and shade purposes.
Year
St. Antoine Les Ponds had such an
Tonnage
We saw them along Ihe main high unusuual appearance on its water' Cortland. N Y„ the home of David | Schooner—Del. Notre,
1844
64 remittingly on the case since the bat
ways and on private estates, yet I front that I endeavored to learn from Harum. They were extremely grate- Bark—Howland,
1845
260 tered remains of the aged recluse
have always been given to under two of the natives what the English ful to Mr. Gonia. who had certainly Bark—Hamilton,
1848
275 were found at the rear of her home
’
I Brig—Palo Alto,
stand that the maple leaf was em significance of the name was. As proved a friend in need.
1848
160 a few days after the murder is sup
In
my
next
Installment
I
shall
tell
Schooner^John
Tunis,
blematic of Canada.
well I might have asked him what he
1847
130 posed to have been committed. Scores
you about the very friendly toll- - Brig—Lenobia.
Another Canadian emblem which thought of the Einstein theory.
1847
200 of persons have been Interviewed,
Impresses every visitor to the Do
"Parlez-vous Anglais?" I asked ,one bridge attendant we met. and you, ship—Alice Gray,
1847
400 and every possible clue has been
minion is the rail fence. Away back of the natives, it being my way of will be as surprised as I was when I Brig—Thomas Knox,
1848
160 closely pursued.
in my boyhood I saw them first when inquiring if he spoke English. He repeat the prices of various commo- Schooner—Brothers,
1848
140
AND NOW “SHIP AHOY”
I went to Canada on one of William I pointed to another citizen, whose dities and the scale of wages which Bark—O. J. Chafee,
1849
350
he furnished me.
Bark—Bertha,
A. Kimball's personally conducted face became wreathed in smiles when
1830
600 Harent-'lVncner Association Annual
(Continued in Saturday's Issue)
Ship—Benjamin Howard.
railroad excursions. Prom the car I asked him the same question
1851
700
Play Will Be Presented At High
windows they represented a constant
Ship—President Fillmore,
“Some," he said.
1852
850
School Nov. 12-13.
Brig—Surf,
panorama of whirling rails, and they
There followed a loi.g and energetic
1852
250
are still there today, stretching far confab, which left us as far apart as
Ship—Wandering Jew,
1853
1140
The annual play of the Rockland
Brig—Tallulah,
afield, and leading one to specu- the poles, and bringing the hectic in1853
200 Parent-Teacher Association to raise
A.
B.
Crocker
Ship—Berodino.
late on the tremendous amount of terview to an end I rode away with1854
800 money to swell the Milk Fund will
Brig—Toccoa,
work which must have been entailed out having my curiosity gratified
1854
230 be given Nov. 12-13 under direction
by the hewing of the trees and the Probably Boze knows: he is the eiu
To my fellow, members of the Brig—J. McIntire,
1854
270 of Miss Adelaide Cross, in the High
construction of the fences them- cyclopedia who solves most of my Nature Crank Club and others i am Brig—Katahdin.
1855
300 School Auditorium. Under title of
selves.
problems, and who docs it in a man submitting for your approval a letter Bark—R. A. Allen,
1856
460 “Ship Ahoy!” it ls a rollicking
ner that makes me feel as if my real almost six years old written by N. C Ship—Thirty-One States,
1856
1000 comedy of a high order.
A French Breakfast
Ship—Zulelka. ,
dimensions were those of an atom C. 1, the late Adella Veazie:
1859
1300 The cast includes:
A rail fence is picturesque but not
"It looks now as though all our Brig—A. Horta,
instead of an individual whose avoir
1860
250
exactly a handsome object. Charles
Dotty Kendrick, Victoria! Anastaslo
dupois makes the arrow on the scales rambles and saunters are about over Ship—Augusta Norwood.
1860
1200
Dana Gibson might be able to plant
Carl Davis,
Donald Marrlner
for the season, though it is quite Schooner—Kate Carleton,
whirl around dizzily.
1862
260 Herb Mullen.
his easel in front of one, stir up six
Francis Havener
warm and pleasant today, but we had Bark—Eurique
1863
616 Captain Busberry
Turnips Alone Unharvested
or seven varieties of paint, and by the
Edward Peaslee
several raw, cold days and everybody Brig—R. B Gove.
1864
463 Mrs. Johnston,
end of the day produce a picture
I remember Ste. Croix because of had a cold and was grumpy and sulky. Bark—Adelia Carleton.
Virginia Gray
1865
593
which would sell in some salon at a the very Imposing stone church which
Gustav Rufus Rundatti,
“Today ls the first time I have been Brig—Maria W Norwood,
1866
477
startling figure. Outside of Mr. Gib stands in its midst.
Gordon Richardson
able to sit up over five minutes for Schooner—Ralph Carleton,
1866
296 Boris.
son it is difficult to conceive of any
Reginald McLaughlin
The St. Lawrence River is very a week, as I have been sick and Schooner—Dexter Washburn,
1867
296 Jack Dennis,
body who can extract from a rail shallow where it passes these villages l-«ione. rather discouraged, especial
Leroy Joyce
Schooner—Nellie Bowers,
1867
337 Mary Ann Davis,
fence the sensation which we know and we saw many weirs extending for ly when dragging myself through a
Felice Perry
Bark—Samuel D. Carleton,
1868
825 Ward Davis,
as beauty.
Richard Ellingwood
a long distance out into the channel long shed and bam to tote in coal Bark—J. G. Norwood,
1869
*73 Pierre De Boeuf,
The soil in this Province bears a
Leighton White
Dairy farming is evidently the chief each moming. Nobody happened to Bark—P. J. Carleton.
1870
455 Peggy,
slightly reddish tinge but not com industry.
Mary Havener
come in to find out that I was sick. Schooner—Willie Luce.
1871
134
parable to the deep red which one
A sign read: "Sous Les Ormes," and so I had to go-it-alone all that time. Schooner—Stephen Bennett
1872
234
j finds in the New Brunswick soil.
CHRISTMAS SEAL SALE
beneath it a kindly explanation in and Tuesday night it rained so hard schooner—Joe Carleton,
1872
95
Passing through St. Nicholas our English—“Under the Elms."
that no one came for me to go to Schooner—Eneroid,
1873
260 A Special Cachet To Be Mailed From
attention was drawn to Hotel Villa
At this point the monotony of the Grange, so they didn't find it out at Bark—Harriet N. Carleton,
1873
1000
Santa Claus, Indiana
| des Pommiers as the most likely automobile traffic was broken by the all until I was up and about again.
Ship—John Pascal,
1874
1450
prospect we had seen for obtaining a appearance of a Massachusetts car. Such pull-backs put the fear of
In honor of the thirtieth Christmas
1875
704
hearty breakfast. It wasn't a hotel We had encountered very few motor - winter into the depths of my soul. Bark—J. H. Bowers,
Seal
sale a special cachet will be
Ship
—
Raphael.
1875
1542
In the sense that we recognize here jsts, but the cars had invariably borne though I usually like winter best of
Bark—Monhegan.
Issued by the National Tuberculosis
1876
1173
in the States; everything seems to [ the Quebec number plate,
all the seasons, but when one is ' Ship—Wandering Jew.
1877
1737 Association and its 1981 affiliated
be a hotel in the Province of Quebec, j in most of the vegetable gardens alone and crippled and there ls no \
Bark—Richard Parsons.
1878
1159 state and local associations through
where meals are served, although we ’ beans were stacked, turnips were still near neighbor at home and no
1879
1373 out the country. The cachet will be
occasionally saw the word restaurant in their native soil awaiting the telephone at hand, it is sort of dreary Bark—Jennie Harkness,
Bark
—
Adolph
Obrig.
1881
1148 postmarked and mailed on Thanks
used.
proper degree of frost, and withered to think of being taken sick some Barkentine—Addie Morrill.
1882
649 giving Day, the opening day of the
cornstalks were waving their arms in night when there is a raving snow Barken tine—Fred E. Richards,
Second Story Driveways
1882
678 Christmas Seal Sale, from Santa
storm abroad.
The speed with which the two the disconsolate manner which told
Claus. Indiana. This town has been
Ship—W H Macey,
1883
2202
“We have an addition to our Crank
women in charge built up a wood fire,i all too plainly that the fall season
Ship—Robert L. Belknap,
1884
2369 selected because the seal this year
Club and have had it for some weeks,
and prepared an appetizing repast, was full upon us.
depicts the jovial face of Santa
Ship—Frederick Billinas. •
1885
2497
though he has not yet chosen a pen
Where Do They Bury the Dead?
excited our admiration and it was
1888
496 Claus ln brilliant red and green
name, but he is pure crank from Schooner—Jamie Carleton,
colors.
ln a much more comfortable frame
And then a new thought occurred. head to heels and always was. I Schooner—Edward S. Steams,
1839
320
of mind that we rode through the Where were the cemeteries? With
The Christmas Seal Cachet may be
1890
1788
have known him all his life. It is I Ship—S. D Carleton,
narrow streets to the next port of the exception of two or three located
purchased
for 10 cents from the
Schooner
—
George
Towby,
1890
541
Luke Brewster who wrote of his trip
call, which bore the title of St. An in churchyards I do not recall that
Maine
Public
Health Association,
Schooner
—
Emma
Knowlton,
1891
353
to Iowa in The Courier-Gazette of .
toine de Tilly.
we saw any in traversing the Nov. 15. I think I told you of spend- Schooner—Irene Thayer,
1891
277 256 Water street, Augusta, Maine, be
I noted as we rode along that red Province. “Where do they bury their lng the day with him at hls home
Schooner—Hattie C. Luce,
1891
319 fore Nov. 7. Arrangements have been
and white were favored colors in the dead?" asked Gonia, and my only October. If we can only get him Schooner—Adelia T. Carleton,
1891
235 made for sending them in bulk for
painting of farm houses and even answer would be an echo to his ques started to write, he will be one of our Schooner—Annie,
1901
512 mailing on Thanksgiving Day. No
the barns and sheds. I noticed, too, tion.
most interesting cranks. I have met Schooner—Edgar W Murdock,
1902
1215 correspondence should be carried on
that many of the poplar trees had Now and then a freighter passed Miss Overlock once but have seen Schooner—Winfield S. Schuster,
1903
1220 with the postmaster at Santa Claus,
been trimmed at the top so as not to down the river in tow, and once or none of the others.
Schooner—Addison E. Bullard,
1904
1221 as he ls not concerned in this speI Interfere with the wires which were twice I saw a small steamer, but of
' il mailing,. Just send to the
« • • •
: strung along the streets.
Maine
Public Health Association
sailing vessels I saw none.
“I presume you will be able to We too have a Bear Hill, though rt ous fellow cranks will help me great
Poplars, while very numerous in A dog team delivering ice was en
"saunter" for some time longer, as is a moot question whether it is ly in passing the long winter days office list of names and addresses of
the Dominion, by no means monopo countered in the vicinity of Leclerit is warmer in Massachusetts than “Bear" or “Bare." I am inclined to and I think there are those among us all those to whom you wish to have a
lize the woody growth in this Prov ville. The driver evidently didn't here, but my own rambles now are the latter name for the whole top of
cachet sent and enclose 10 cents for
who appreciate, even more than I do,
ince.
We saw some magnificent seem to think there was anything mostly memory rambles as I do not the hill is bare except for a few
each individual name.
the frequent crank messages sent
birches which must have measured 15 unusual about that method.
get out of my own yard except when scattered huckleberry bushes. It is through The Courier-Gazette. Some
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
to 18 inches in diameter at the butt. Cattle in all of the fields. Milk! some friend occasionally gives me a one of my old tramping grounds and
times they are made to seem almost
Presently we passed a barn which Milk! Milk! But behold! Here ls ride.
stands near the head of Chlcka- like personal messages. At any rate,
If I had my life to lire again I would
I had the requisite number of doors something different—a yard where
“I laughed when I read your waukie Lake. One gets a fine view of I know we all enjoy the “crank” have made a rule to read some poetry
on the ground floor, but which was they were manufacturing bricks and botanical names copied from the it from the road around the lake, as business and I hope all the members and listen to some music at least oneo
alossweek.
The loss of these taste* It e
1 provided also with a ramp-like ar drain pipe.
of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
glass flowers. Most of them were it is directly across the lake and will keep it up."—The Rambler.
rangement so that vehicles can be
The rain at this time had begun to correct but you slipped up on a few stands up boldly against the sky line,
N. C. C 2.
GETTING READY FOR TOWN
driven directly into the second story. fall in sheets, and was beating a letters sometimes. As for me—I am !
• • • •
Somerville, Mass., Oct. 14
The butter Is ln the firkin, and the eggs
A portion of the incline is built of merry tattoo on top of the Chevy. not a botanist in any sense of the | “I have two birch trees which I
Are stowed behind the farmer s nervous
legs.
rocks and sods, at the proper width, But we were traveling on a hard sur word although I have always loved all think you would enjoy as they are
Which seem strange to him ln their
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR RALLY
Sunday pair
the part connecting with the barn face road, there was little, or no traf the “green things- growing." but I large and handsome and of the kind
Of trousers, full of lint and prickly hair.
cat Is locked up ln the lower shed.
being a wooden platform on a cor fic to dodge, and with one eye on the have had an unusual chance to learn which taste like checkerberry leaves,
The Knox County Christian En The
The small boy misses the wind upon his
responding angle.
head:
misty windshield and another focused and use all those scientific names, as Black birch I think but will not stop deavor Rally will be held at the RockIt ts hls hat. he suddenly remembers
on things of Interest we proceeded at I was tied to my couch for about two | to look it up now. One peculiarity
Curved Roofs On Houses
The teakettle has put out the last
years" ^terV^gl^
have which I have'nrt's^n'or P°rt BaP^t Church Friday. The prored embers
a comfortable cruising speed.
of_
I oram
In the stove. The farmer's wife has
My first thought was that hert was
gram T/sllnwc.follows:
more
years
ago.
and
could
not
have
noticed
in
other
trees
is
that
each
been
“Very Bad," Said the Cop
somebody who wanted to Indulge in
and last ttme back to put the
my usual flower garden, so I sent for ! fall one of them bears little cone- 5-5.45—Social Hour, neld at Rock Her third
tin
Through the mist there suddenly
a novelty, but as we rode along we
port
Town
hall;
led
by
John
Tay

Of
cookies
ln a place the hired man
like
fruits
in
profusion
while
the
catalogues far and near and had my
Can see It without looking, and the can
found that practically all of the loomed a traffic cop of impressive di
lor of Camden.
garden with me on the old lounge all other is nearly or quite bare. As they
Of coffee by It, though the man may be
barns had this arrangement. I have mensions, and he pointed with a dic
Too lazy for It and may drink cold tea.
the time, and so all those catalogue stand side by side on the street line 5.45-6.10—Business meeting.
The farmers wife has put the spunnever seen anything similar in the tatorial hand toward a side road. A
loop
names became as familiar to me as this difference is quite prominent. 6.30- 7.30—Supper, at Rockport Bap With yarn
the key upon It on the stoop
States, and if it is as practical as detour had become necessary be
my own. I really learned a good deal Every spring the bobolinks sit and
Under the big white shell, and sho
tist Church vestry.
the Canadians seem to think I won cause of repairs which were being
climbs In
swing in the branches and talk to me 7.30- 8.00 — Inspirational Service; Her husband
during that time. too.
rubs the place below hla
der why the example isn't followed made to a bridge on the main high
chin
‘‘I notice that you mention Bear as I work in my garden, and there
awarding of attendance banner; The razor did not reach. It's out of
elsewhere.
way With a sense of impending evil
Hill in your saunterings out there. isn't money enough anywhere to buy
devotional service, Gwendolyn He glances round, hls deep eyes fill with
A large flock of Plymouth Rock I asked if the detour was a bad road.
either of those trees from me. They
light
■ w
MacDonald; special musical num
hens was breakfasting at one of the
“Very bad!” replied the traffic
To see how well hls two boys look,
are in plain sight of my living room
ber; prayer; offering.
dressed neat;
farms. Plymouth Rocks used to be cop. I felt grateful for hls frankness
windows, so I have them all winter >
They will show him off to folks upstreet.
TURNIPS
8.00—Address, Newell Smith, Tenant's It does not matter If hls coat ls worn
much in favor when I was affiliated but was soon to learn that it was
to cheer me.
Or that hls collar at the back Is torn;
Harbor.
RUTABAGA
with agriculture, but nowadays it fully justified.
The trousers prickling at hls knees are
"Along the walk from door to street
Will keep all winter
seems that one must have Rhode
Crossing a short bridge we ran
Hls wife’s dressed up all fine, so are hla
I have three large splrea bushes and
$1.00 Per bu. Delivered
Island Reds if he is to move in the into one of the muddiest roads I ever
when covered with newly fallen snow
New York and California each had Bovs hTback He takes a last quick look
proper social circles.
SMALL & RACKLIFF
saw at this season of the year. In
they are a pretty sight, so winter has more than two million motor vehicles At everything—hls house, hls trees, hla
247 Maverick Street
He feels°ln for the wallet at hls side.
We saw comparatively few sheep, many places the mire was hub deep,
its charm after all.
registered in 1935. Five other states
Rockland, Me.
Tel. 83
They all sit up. excited for the ride.
but there were quite a number ol land talk about your thankyouy
—Robert P. Tristram CoffUD
“I think the offerings of my vari- had more than one million.

ON A THOUSAND-MILE FRONT

NOW IT’S ROCKPORT’S TURN

A Travel Story In Five Episodes—What Morning
Revealed Along the St. Lawrence

Capt. Simon H. Wall Furnishes Accurate List Of
Vessels Built There

THE SAUNTERER

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Every-Other-Day
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MILITARY

NEW SEASON BEGINS

Five-DOLLAR
fUTVMIIH THIL

honors

SOUTH THOMASTON

Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Hopkins had
as weekend guests their sons Earl and
Bodies At Last Rites For
Be strong in the Lord, and in the
ing The Tempest, Victoria I
James and the latter's fiancee all of
strength of his might. —Eph. 6: 10.
Col. F. S. Philbrick
Boston.
Regina and Hamlet
Miss Norma Munroe who is train
Funeral services for Col. Fernando ing to be a beautician in Bangor,
The Shakespeare Society has primed
6. Philbrick. past commander cf the spent the weekend here with her paritself fot a busy season, in the course
Department of Maine. GA R . were I ents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Munroe.
of which it will study "The Tempest,"
held yesterday afternoon at Littlefield Miss Mabel Munroe who has had em“Victoria Regina" and "Hamlet."
Memorial Church. All of the local' Plo.vment on Manana Island, also
The Society is officered for the com
passed the weekend with her par
patriotic bodies were represented in
ing year by Maude Comins as presi
ents.
FOR PRESIDENT
COWBOY
the large gathering of citizens Among
dent, Edith Blaney as vice president.
GRAIN
Edw. Wiggin motored to Mars Hill
the mournbrs were Congressman Ed
HHIS
Emily Stevens as secretary, and Edith ,
Friday and returned the following
LEATHER
ward C. Moran, Jr., Past Department
Bird as treasurer. The program '
day. He went in company with Genof Kansas
INSOLES
Commander diaries Tibbetts and
committee, comprising C. Winifred
neth Daggett.
Comrade Davis of Augusta. Comrade
Coughlin. Eva Hellier and Elizabeth
Miss Lillian Rowell who has been
For Vice President
Rice of the Sons of Union Veterans
Otis, has prepared the following (the j
Camp nn Camden and Mrs. Louise substituting in the telephone exOct. 5 and Oct. 12 programs having
Dunbar, president of the Camden chmange at Tenant's Harbor returned
already been presented):
home Sunday.
of Illinois
Auxiliary of the S.U.V.
Nov. 2—Act 3: Shakespeare s Cali
Miss MaMry Sleeper was guest of
The remains had lain in state at
GOODYEAR \
ban versus Browning's Caliban. Mrs
the church since morning, with a Miss Lucia Guptill at Gorham Nor
COMING OF SOY BEAN Lovejoy. Hostess. Mrs. Hix. Leader.
Will CON- <
guard of honor. Surrounding the mal School over the weekend, return
Mrs. Wooster.
STRUCTION v
casket were many handsome floral ing Monday to her teaching position
Earle Conant Tells Of Ex
WURfROOf
Nov. 16— Act 4: Masque in English |
SOUS
emblems which told of the affection in Friendship.
periments Which Are He- Literature. Mrs. Emery, Hostess. Mrs.
and esteem which everybody felt for
MY-. and Mrs. Paul Huntingdon,
Lovejoy. Leader. Mrs. Duff.
346 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
"What appeali fo me most in these new Delco Radios is
ing'Made In Vermont
the venerable Civil War Veteran.
daughter Anne and Tappan GoodNov. 30—Act 5: Shakespeare's Use
their surprising ability to carry all the overtones lo the
Tears stood in many eyes as Capt. enough of Massachusetts spent the
radio listener—those vague, fleeting ’will-o-wisp' intonations
A smart Rockland boy. who was of the Supernatural: Tempest, Mid
which make the actual hearing of a beautiful instrument
Henry R Huntley, chaplain of Edwin weekend with Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
summer
Night's
Dream,
Mrs.
Elling

so much more satisfying than reception over the ordinary
well grounded on the subject of agri
Libby
Post,
offered
prayer.
Col.
,
Sleeper
and
Mrsfl
H.
B.
Ooodenough.
I
wood. Round Table Discussion of j
radio.
culture long before he took up the
Mr and
Rowel, of Nor. .
Play. Hostess. Mrs. Derry. Leader. 1 | MORE THAN TEN MILLION AMERICANS WEAR ENDIQOTJJOHflSON SHOES | Philbrick and Capt. Huntley had been
"You may rest assured that I would be happy if all my
study of it scientifically, was a caller Mrs. Henrv Bird.
almost inseparable companions for way are vlsiting his parents Mr and
listeners could hear my Stradivarius over a new Delco
a
many years and the severing of that \ j,jrs M E Rowell
radio—for then 1 could know that they would be hearing
at The Courier-Gazette office yes
Dec. 14—Victoria Regina: Histori- my music exactly as it was produced."
____________
How Bill Shakespeare union added to the pathos of the [
Boy Film Find
terday. His name is Earle Conant. cal High Spots in Victoria's Reign
occasion.
The
funeral
sermon
by
PRICED
FROM
$ 1 5 BO TO $144.50
He is a son of Ralph P. Conant of Mrs. Spear. Hostess, Mrs. Blodgett.
'W EST WASHINGTON
Does His Drop-kick Rev. Charles A. Marstaller voiced
Leader. Mrs. Lawrence.
☆
this city and for several years he
eloquently the sentiments of the, Mr and
Howard O'Neil and
Dec. 28—“Our Own Victorian Age":
has been a resident of Burlington. Scenes from the Play. Hostess. Mrs.
community where the gallant vet- sons 0{ gath visited Sunday with Mr
erans last years were spent.
and Mrs CIelver CooIye ‘
Vt., where he is manager of the Buffum. Leader. Mrs. Glover.
The
ritual
services
of
Anderson
Mr. and Mrs cleo gartiett; and
Jan.
11
—
Hamlet.
Act
1:
Glorious
Champlain Valley Milk Producers'
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. 450
Camp.
Sons
of
Union
Veterans
of
the
famlly
were ‘c^ers Sunday 011 Mr
Past
of
Denmark.
Mrs.
Millet.
Hos;
Association, and officially identified
Civil War. were conducted by Ken- ' and Mrs. Horace CoolLson ln Chclsca
tess. Mrs. Hellier. Leader. Mrs. Jame
with Vermont agriculture in general.
son.
neth P Moran as acting commander, j Mrs
Northey of Chelsea re
Yesterday he told interestingly
Jan. 25—Open Meeting: Scenes .
assisted by Col. I. Leslie Cross and turned home Sunday after visiting aid Savage of Livermore Falls and Lawrence Moore and Miss June
the story of the soy bean project from Hamlet. Hostess. Mrs. Blaney.
W illiam Claytor.
her daughter Mrs Orace Bartlett for Miss Annie Brown of Augusta were Cooley attended the dance Saturday
Feb. 8—Act 2: Discussion: Antic
The honorary’ bearers were Capt two weeks.
which he has been introducing in the
Guests Sunday of Mrs. Edson Well in South Jefferson.
Henry R. Huntley and Allen Kelley j Mr. anl Mrs Walter Withee and
Maple Sugar State the past year. Disposition, Hamlet's Madness Real
Mrs. Fannie Northey, Mrs. Lola
man.
of Edwin Libby Post, and Col. I. children were weekend callers in DeFifty plots were devoted to this pur or Feign. Mrs. Wooster. Hostess. Mrs
Miss Dorothl Cooley, Harwell Wil- Chadwick, Mrs. Grace Bartlett and
Leslie Cross, past department com- troit.
pose last year, but the varieties used Otis. Leader, Miss Cochrane.
, eox . Lawyrdhce Gove of Windsor, son Gerald called Friday on fwriends
Feb 22—Act 3: Roll Call: Famous
mander of the Sons of Union Vet
were not early enough, and only a
Mr. and Mrs Annie Kilgore. Dor.-' Miss Mildred Turner. 8albot Cooley, ' at The Ridge.
erans. Col. Cross had active charge
few of them matured. The promot Quotations from Hamlet. Hamlet—
Famous
Actors.
Mrs.
Fales.
Hostess.
of the funeral arrangements.
ers are now going ahead on experi
The active bearers were Oliver
mental lines with the Cayuga variety Mrs. Spear. Leader. Mrs. Frost.
March 8—Act 4: Character and
Hamlin, commander of Huntley-Hill
developed at Cornell University.
Post. V.F.W., Hector G. Staples, com
• In the experimental plots were Tragedy of Ophelia. Mrs. Beach.
mander of Winslow-Holbrook Post,
planted two kinds which did mature Hostess, Mrs. Henry Bird. Leader,
A. L„ Gerald Margesonof the Ameri
—one an oil producing variety, a selec Mrs. Derry.
March 22—Act 5: Points of Law in
All boy, yet a master entertainer
can Legion. John Williams of the
tion of the Manchu variety; the other
Hamlet, Mrs. Orne. Hostess. Mrs.
before be has reached bis ’teens,
VF.W. and Harold A. Thomas and
the Cayuga, an ideal bean for graip
little Phillip McMahon Is consid
Ellingwood. Leader. Miss Lamb.
! Capt. Ernest Torrey of the Sons of
feed.
ered by screendom to be one of its
April 5—Annual Meeting.
Union Veterans.
Hie exploitation of the soy bean
greatest finds. He was the first
The interment was in Col. PhilThe Tempest Characters
had a double-barreled object, Mr.
winner ot a Major Bowes amateur
; brick's native town of Hope.
contest and has made rapid strides
Conant explains.
Alonzo. King of Naples. Mrs Duff.
ever since. His introduction in
" EVERYTHING TO EAT’____
The first is to produce a bean which
Sebastian, his brother. Mrs. Wiggin.
Hollywood was at the Trocadero,
will become a valuable content in Prospero, the right duke of Milan.
KNITTING WOOLS
where he sang to a wildly enthusi
cattle feed mixtures, worth, it is said Mrs. Levensaler.
At attractive prices.
astic audience and where he was
Samples free with n>w
Antonio, his brother, the usurping
one and one-half times as much as
heard by an RKO Radio scout.
fall hints. Visit our shop
He is slated for a role in "Roamin’
—open daily
linseed meal. The second object is duke of Milan. Mrs. Littlefield.
THOMAS HODGSON
Around,” musical comedy which
Ferdinand, son to the king of
to furnish the farmers w’ith a cash
A SONS, Inc.
will star Joe Penner, with a cast
crop, taking the place of hayfields Naples, Mrs. Orne.
Concord Worsted Mills
Including Parkyakarkas, Victor
CONCORD,
N H.
Gonzalo, an honest old counselor.
which had lost their value.
Modre, Helen Parrish and Patsy
109-126
The soy bean has 100 by-products Mrs. Hix.
Lee Parsons.
Lords—Adrian. Mrs. Comins; Fran
and derivatives. As Mr. Conant ex
88$
pressed it they use them in the con cisco. Mrs. Blodgett.
Caliban, a savage and deformed
struction of everything from babies'
Perry's
milk bottles to casxets—from the slave. Mrs. Fales.
Assorted
La Tourainc
Trinculo, a jester. Mrs. Wooster.
cradle to the grave, to be exact.
Jello,
pkg 5c Formosa Tea,
Coffee,
lb
25c
Stephano. a drunken butler. Mrs.
Henry Ford has a five-million dol
1-2 lb pkg 23c
Kellogg’s Special
lar plant for producing the soy bean, Hellier.
Sunshine
Lawrence's
Master of a ship. Leader.
which he uses for enamel and other
Hulled Com 2 lge can 31c
Krispy Crackers, lb 18c 1 pkg Wheat Krumbles
Boatswain. Mrs. Beach.
purposes. This plant Mr. Conant
Hillside Green California
With
Free
Trial
Package
1
pkg
Com
Flakes
Mariners. Leader.
Inspected while attending a conven
Asparagus, 31 oz can 25c
Miranda, daughter of Prospero,
1 pkg Pep
tion in Detroit not long ago.
Jane Goode
Washed
It is so valuable for forage purposes Mrs. Henry Bird.
all for 21c
Peanut Butter, lb jar 17c
Smyrna Figs,
Ariel, an airy spirit. Mrs. Blaney.
that the acreage in Vermont was
Good
Housekeeping
Spirits
—
Iris.
Mrs.
Millett;
Ceres,
two 8 oz pkgs 25c
quadrupled.
Sure Jell,
2 pkgs 25c Jar Rings,
4 doz 19c Belle of Persia
Miss York; Juno, Miss Frye.
Makes Perfect Jellies
Double Safety
Dates,
2 lb pkg 25c
Hamlet Characters
MISSED BY EVERYBODY
Jelly
Jars
—
Molasses
Claudius, king of Denmark. Mrs.
Tumblers,
doz 45c pts, doz 69c; qts, doz 79c Com Cakes,
Earl Barter's Foxhound Gay Hallie Glover.
doz 10c
Killed By Passing Motor Car
Hamlet, son of the late, and
nephew of the present king. Mrs.
Every lover of animals knows the Lovejoy.
pain which comes from parting with
Polonius, lord chamberlain, Mrs.
them. And so felt Earl Barter and Wiggin.
lb 35c
Fancy Lamb Legs,
lb 24c Veal Steak,
family of St. George a few days ago
Horatio, friend of Hamlet. Mrs.
Boneless Veal Roast,
lb 20c Pork Steak,
lb 39c
when their valuable foxhound Gay Derry.
Boneless
Pot
Roast,
lb
19c
Hallie was run over by a motor car
Laertes, son to Polonius, Mrs. Dora
Cubed Steak,
lb 25c
Goodrich Tires and
Boneless
and fatally injured.
Bird.
Batteries on convenient
lb 25c
We know big city stocks . . . wc
Credit Terms to suit your
Gay Hallie was six years old and
Courtiers—Volitmand, Mrs. Orne;
Rib Oven Roast,
lb 25c Boneless Sirloin Steak,
needs. There is absolutely
registered. Mr. Barter bought him— Cornelius, Mrs. Frost; Rosencrantz. know you . . . and still we repeat
lb 19c
no red tape and no delay
Chuck Roast,
lb 16c Hamburg Steak,
these headlines.
an eight weeks' old black and tan Miss Frye; Guildenstern. Mrs. Blod
or embarrassment.
6
lbs.
Fresh Pork Shoulders 4 ,o
lb 19c
of the breed known officially as Pio gett; Osric. Mrs. Jameson.
lb 23c Stewing Beef,
Just make your selection
If you can find smarter suits in
neer Genessee Valley American Fox
A Gentleman. Leader.
and show us your license
Yearling Lamb Fores,
lb 15c
lb 11c Stewing Lamb,
Boston we’ll take it on the chin
identification. We install
and Coon Hound. He was known to
A priest. Mrs. Buffum.
or
deliver
your
purchase
Rib
Lamb
Chops,
Frankforts,
2
lbs
33c
lb
25c
and take you by the hand. If you
a majority of the Knox County hunt
Officers—Marcellus, Mrs. Law
at onse.
ers as an exceptionally good fox rence; Bernardo. Mrs. Duff.
can equal these values, we won't
Calves Liver,
lb 19c
lb 30c Strip Bacon, while itlasts,
hound, and especially for his wonder
be put cut . . . we'll put in with
Francisco. Miss Littlefield.
ful bugle voice. He was intelligent,
Reynaldo, servant to Polonius, Mrs. you.
affectionate and good natured—not Beach.
ON ANY
for sale at any price.
But wc know big city rents and
First Player. Miss Cochrane.
Honest tears welled freely at his
big city raiment and we look you
Two clowns, grave diggers, First
demise.
right in the eye today and say that
clown. Mrs. Fales; second clown. Mrs.
you'll be better off if you'll wear
Wooster.
KNOX COUNTY FARMERS
your new fall suit up to Boston . ..
Fortinbras. prince of Norway. Mrs.
Millet.
. j instead of weiring it home.
DELICIOUS SUGAR SWEET
Your assistance is solicited to help
A Captain. Mrs. Comins.
English Ambassadors. Leader.
a worthy project. During the win
Gregory’s
Gertruds, queen of Denmark, and ’
ter months a hot noonday meal will
COUNTRY ROLL BUTTER, lb 37c
be served school children at the Sal mother to Hamlet. Mrs. Ellingwood. 1
Fall Suits and Topcoats
Ophelia, daughter of Polonius. Miss
vation Army. We are asking you to
SWIFT’S LARD,
2 lbs 27c
Native
donate vegetables. Wc offer as a sug Coughlin.
$25 and $35
FINNAN
H ADDIE
Selected
New
Crop
GhosT, of Hamlet's Father. Mrs.
gestion that as you come to Rock
This is how the magic eye cam
15c
lb
and
prices
in
between
GRAPEFRUIT,
4 for 23c
land from time to time you bring Otis.
era caught Bill Shakespeare, star
Freshly
Corned
Player
King.
Mrs.
Blaney.
Mcl-O-Ripe
your donation and leave it at The
back of the 1935 Notre Dame foot
Player Queen, Mrs. Edith Bird.
9c lb
Salvation Army, 477 Main street.
4 lbs 21c HAKE
ball team, “booting one out.” He
BANANAS,
Our Mt. Rock
America's Finest
was snapped in action while play
Red Tag
Next week Captain Brown will be
Sunkist—Excellent For Juice
ing "The Big Game,” the gridiron
AUTO RADIO
calling at some of the farms to start
Fleeced O’coats
RED SALMON
ORANGES,
doz 21c
screen drama produced by RKO
Matches Dash of Your Car
this project. y It will be impossible
23c can
Fancy
Radio.
Ambulance Service
at $45
for him to call on all of you so is|
10
lb
bag
18c
SALAD
SHRIMP
ONIONS,
ZENITH HOUSE RADIO
depending on you to bring your doAre a Real Buy
All Styles
2 cans 25c
nation of potatoes, carrots, turnip, i
FANCY CUKES, 2 for 09c
40 Fathom
cabbage, squash, etc.
NOW I EAT
AUTO HEATERS
CODFISH
The Salvation Army
Installed

Shakespeare Society Study- J

Were

Paid

By

Patriotic

fflfd OMEJt

ALF M. LANDON

1

FRANK KNOX

ElN II 1 (0'TlfJI)li N SCIN

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

FOR FREE DELIVERY

PHONE 1234

Q&tfujA JlahfueL

park

sl

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
SPECIALS

main

SL

GROCERIES

MOREo^MORE
PEOPLE ARE
USING THIS

CREDIT PLAN

If you can find better

looking clothing in

Boston, we’ll buy
the gasoline

1

DOWN
PURCHASE

FRESH

FOODS

TOKAY GRAPES

3 lbs 19c

BULK GOODS

SEA FOODS

MOTOROLA

Maine poultrymen will exhibit in
the second Poultry Industries Expo
sition at New York City, November
10-14, according to T. E. Prouty cf
Der.nysville Maine, member of the
exposition conunittee.

BURPEE
FURNITURE
COMPANY
Morticians

TELS. 450 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
119-tf

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

CABBAGE

Upset Stomach Goes
"\in Jiffy with Bell-ans /

x-----------

MUNRO’S
FILLING STATION
TEL. 8910

34 UNION ST.

PERRY’S MARKETS

CAKES
2 cans 19c

MAIN STREET
PARK STREET
(FREE PARKING)

SCALLOPS
29c lb

Deep Sea

-L-S-

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKPORT

Mr. and Mrs. James Calderwood of
Vinalhaven Were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Whitney.
Mr. and Mrs. H. (H. Nash and
405 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
—
daughter Laura .who spent the week
(Successors to F. J. Simonton Co.)
934
OC TOBER.
end and holiday with her mother
and sister, Mrs. Laura Stetson and
' .2 1 2 3
•
•
Mrs. Georgia Walker returned Tues
in
4,5 6 7f 8 9 IO
day to East Weymouth. Mass. They
were accompanied by Mrs. Stetson
ujjl 13 14 15 16 ,1*
who will spend the winter with them.
18-19 20 11 22 23 24
Mr. and1 Mrs. Arthur K. Walker
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
were guests Tuesday and Wednesday
of relatives in Orono.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M- Lawrence left
I
Wednesday for Cocoanut Grove, Fla.,
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
where they will spend the winter.
Oct. 15—Warren—"Seth Parker's Jones
Mrs. Charles Mickley and son
port Folks," two-act benefit performance
at Baptist Church, auspices Ladles'
Charles who have been spending the
Circle.
summer at the Mann bungalow have
Oct. 15—Fiftieth anniversary of Harvest
Home at Appleton.
returned tto Narberth, Pa.
Oct. 15—Opening meeting of the
(Guaranteed Perfect)
Baptist
Men's
League
(Steamboat
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Calderwood
Night).
of Union and Mr. and Mrs. Perley
Oct. 15- Methebesec Club opens Its
season at the Bok Home For Nurses
Calderwood of Waldoboro were call
Oct. 16—Quarterly Meeting of the
Knox County Christian Endeavoer Union
ers Saturday on Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
at Rockport Baptist Church.
(Perfect and no seconds)
Whitney.
Oct. 15—Opening of deer hunting sea
son ln six counties.
Mrs. Marlon Richards, Oliver
Oct 16—Knox County Christian En-'
deavor rally at Rockport Baptist Church I
Ingraham and Lester Shibles are the
Oct 17 {Football) Rockland Hleh vs
Morse High • of Bath . at Community 1
committee in charge of transporta
Park.
tion for the picnic supper at Edna j
Oct. 21—Mordelia Merry Makers ln
Lions Course at High School auditorium
Robbins camp preceding the next ■
Oct 21—South Warren—Oood Wlll
Orange fair.
stated meeting Tuesday of Harbor
(No
more
at
this
price)
Oct 22—Annual meeting of KnoxLight Chapter O.ES
Llncoln Farm Bureau at Camden Opera
House.
The Rockport Aces 4-H Club met
Oct 26—Camden—Illustrated lecture
SWEATERS
by Dr Marion Bradshaw at Congrega
Thursday afternoon at the home of
tional parish house.
Slipons . . . Twins . . . Coats
Oct 26—Rockport—High School Min
No more can be bought to retail anywhere near this price.
Miss Roberta Holbrook for an Im
strels at Town Hall
portant
business
meeting.
Oct 26—<2 to 8 30)—Educational Club
$1.00 tto $3.98
picnic at Miss Lenore Benner's. 125
The J. T. Brauns who have been !
itiafZJzrzrzrarzizjgrejBJzrarejzrzjgJzrzrejzrefHJBJHJzrererejHjrzjarzrgrererejzfajgraBjajzrzrareizrejgrgpjzrejzre?!
Camden street.
Oct 26—Bob Zimmerman, deep-sea
AU (Pure Wool
occupying their cottage on Mechanic !
diver ln Lions Course at High School
street for the season returned Wed- j
auditorium
Oct 26—Navy Day
The trawler Swell, built for the I Ruth (Barton) Crockett died WedThe recent item concerning {he nesday to Merlon Station. Pa.
Oct 28-30 Maine State Teachers' ConForty Fathom Fisheries Boston, wiU I nesday in Portland. Funeral services flre drill at the Purchase street
BLOUSES
The Methodist Junior Aid will meet
'COct°n36—Nov. 1—State Christian En
deavor Convention ln the First Baptist be launched by the Bath Iron Works will be held Saturday at 10.30 a. m. schoolhouse, was in error when it Thursday night at the home of Miss [
Smart New Styles
Church.
Saturday at 12:30 p. m.
from th? residence. 20 Orange street. said that 11 minutes were required Elizabeth Lane.
Oct 30—Benefit fair Itnd bazaar at
. Paisleys
. Silks
Velvets
Masonic Temple.
to empty the building. It was one
Mrs. Frank Marcello of Simonton
Oct 30—Booster Night at Penobscot
Rev.
E.
O
Kenyon
of
this
city
and
Only
24
above
at
Ingraham
Hill
minute,
instead.
was the winner of the $200 given
View Orange
$1.00 to $2.98
Oct 31—Halloween
Rev. W. E. Berger of Camden are on yesterday morning. And wouldn't
away at the Comique Theater in
Oct. 31—County Contest of 4-H Clubs
a westward motor trip. Postcards say i that make you think of double win
Services for Frederick H. Kenney Camden Tuesday night. Congratula
In Rockland
Nov. 1—All Saints’ Day.
they dined with the Watertown, Wis dows?
i were held from Littlefield Memorial tions to Mrs. Marcello.
SKIRTS
Nov. 2—All Souls' Day
Nov 3—National -election.
consin, Lions Club recenty.
------Church
Tuesday.
Rev.
Charles
A.
Sixteen
members
were
present
at
Nov 5—Meeting of State Department
Plaids and Plains
Earl Barron and Robert M Packard Marstaller officiated. Bearers were the meeting of the Trytohelp Club
of Education ln High School auditorium; r
Cameron Beck, director of New York
have gone to Greenville on a hunting Samuel Gray, Clarence Gray. May- Monday night at the home of Mrs.
All Colors
Fine Wools
APPLE DAY
Stock Exchange Institute, speaker
Nov
12-13—Musical comedy '8hlp
expedition which is expected to last nard Gray. Earl Randall. Interment Edith Overloek and a profitable and
Ahoy," In High School auditorium,
$1.98-$2.98
a week or ten days.
in Glen Cove cemetery. Rockport.
enjoyable hour was reported. Next
Everybody likes to encourage
benefit P.T.A.
week the Club will meet with Mrs.
the High School athletes in the
The orange signs bearing black
H. G. Calderwood of Rockport was
pursuit of good wholesome
Hazel Cain.
NORTH WARREN
horseshoes and route numbers indi
convicted in Municipal Court, yester
The Twentieth Century Club will
sport, but unfortunately not
cate the newly laid out horseback
day, of drunken driving, and fined
many of us go to the games and
White Oak Grange will have its meet Friday afternoon at the home
trails.
$100.
the management often finds
annual fair and chicken supper Oct. of Mrs. Frances Carleton with M'-s.
Nellie Morton as hostess.
itself “in the red." Thai's why,
; 23. If stormy, the next fair day.
Huntley-Hill Post. VF.W. has
An interesting foursome seen oil
Mrs. Martha White of Worcester.
once a year, the High School
changed its meeting nights to the
the sales book at Gregory's shows
Mass., is visiting at the home of her
boys and girls get out on the
BORN
first and third Monday of each
purchases made this week by resi DYER—At, Vinalhaven. Oct. 12. to Mr brother. Manasseh W. Spear.
street and sell apples at 10 cents
month. The next meeting will be on j
and Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer, a son.
dents of Salem. Oregon Concord, LEWIS
Mr. and Mrs. Everett McFarland
each, or as much more as the
—At Thomaston. Oct 12. to Mr
the coming Monday night.
and Mrs. Herbert Lewis
and infant daughter have returned
Nofth Carolina. Fremont, Neb. and
kindly disposed patron is willing
to their home on Church street after
Haddonfield. N J., who summered in
to pay. Thry will be out again
MARRIED
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows re
this section and enjoyed Gregory CONLEY-FIFIELD—At 8tonlngtou. Oct. spending several weeks with her
Saturday. Have a cheerful smile
cently elected these officers: Nestfcr
Men's 50'r Wool Union Suits, 2.98
Pop-Eye Sweat Shirts,
.69
i 6. by Rev. H B. Haskell, Mrs Dorothy parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin K.
and a dime—or more—for them.
merchandise.
(Colby) Flfleld, and Leo Conley, both
Brown, noble grand! Howard Rollins
Carver
at
Monmouth.
Mrs.
Carver
| of Stonington.
Men's 100' i Wool Union Suits, 3.98
Plaid Zipper Sweaters,
1.00
vice grand: Harry W French, record
The R.C.A. Victor Co. is conduct BARTER-ROBINSON—At Deer Isle. Oct returned with them for a visit.
8. by Rev Ralph White. Irvllle Barter.
ing secretary: Neil Karl, financial
New Dusty Tone Shirts,
1.00
Cora E. (Gregory'* widow of War ing a contest in all parts of the
Mrs. Bertha Coggins of Bucksport
Magodor Ties,
.19
Miss Dorothy Robinson, both of Isle
secretary; Milton Rollins, treasurer. ren Williams died early yesterday country giving $14,000 weekly ln each
au Haut.
and Mr. and Mrs. Percy Sargent of
Men’s Flannel Shirts,
1.50
SMALLEY-METZER—At Alexandria. Va.
.
,
Boys’ Zipper Jackets,
2.98
The Installation is tonight.
morning, after an illness of several of the five zones. Miss Helen Perry.
Oct io. Samuel s Smalley, formerly Sargentville were guests Sunday of
of
Rockland
and
Miss
Sara
Meltzer
of
weeks. Funeral services will be held North Main street, was a recent
Mr and Mrs. W. A. Paul.
Men’s Outing Pajamas,
1.00, 1.50
Boys’ Wool Plaid Jackets,
3.98
Auburn.
As Clark Staples was coming up Friday al 2 p. m., from 62 Warren Rockland winner. Details may be ANDERSON-WILLHELM
Earle C. Dow is enjoying a two— At
White
Men’s Outing Robes, i
1.00, 1.50
Main street this morning shortly be street.
Plains. N. Y . Oct 11. Gilbert Anderson weeks' vacation from his duties as
Boys’ Zipper Polo Shirts,
.98
obtained from the local RC.A. dealer. of
Rockland and Miss Marlon Wlllhelm
fore 6 o'clock he was amazed to be
of
White
Plains.
correspondent for the Portland Press
Stonington Furniture Co.
Men's Wool Sweaters, 1.00 and up
Boys’ Outing Pajamas,
.79, -98
hold Jogging along midstreet a hand
HALL-AMES—At Rockland. Oct 13. by
Speaking before the Augusta Ro
Rev Corwin H Olds. Charles 8 Hall Herald.
some young moose. As Clark ap tary Club Tuesday former Chief
Charles Thornton of the Burpee Jr. and Miss Bessie Ames.
The Home Food Shop will open
proached nearer the animal became Justice William iR. Pattangall out Furniture Co. staff has returned
Friday morning in the Studley build
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
died
frightened and picking up his nimble lined his definition of “governor" from a visit with his son Wendall
ing on Central street. The proprie
BOMAN
—
At
Vinalhaven.
Oct.
11.
Claes
feet streaked westward on Talbot and pointed to ex-Governor William who is physical director of the New
E Boman. aged 88 years Interment In tors, Mrs. Ethel Spear and Mrs. Edna
Ocean View cemetery. Vinalhaven
avenue.
T. Cobb as one of Maine's best ac ton. Mass, schools. In addition to WILLIAMS
Ingraham will carry a line of home daughters Lucy and Charlotte of Wil-!
—At Rockland, Oct 14. Cora
cording to the Kennebec Journal.
E (Gregory) widow of Warren Wil cooked foods and will serve light ton for a family reunion.
this position he is the proprietor of
liams. aged <52 years. 8 months Funer
The death of Col. Fernando S.
Ralph Brown of Waltham, Mass., i
a modern summer camp for boys
al services at 62 Warren street Friday lunches.
Philbrick leaves only six surviving
at 2 o'clock
spent the weekend at his cottage here
Raymond Anderson's contribution at Falmouth on Cape Cod. The camp
—At Rockland. Oct 14 Carrie
Civil War veterans, yet Edwin Libby to The Courier-Gazette's collection includes 118 acres with swimming BLAKE
Mrs. Brown returned to Massachu
widow of William Blake, aged 77
HOPE
years Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock
Post ts said to be the largest Grand of oddities, yesterday, was a calendu pool and athletic field.
setts with him Monday.
from the residence of Mrs Crockett
Recent guests of Howard Coose in
Army Post in the State. The surviv la blossom which had gone to seed,
at 172 North Main street. Interment
Mr. and Mrs. Osmond True of New
ln West Rockport
ors are Allen Kelley, Peter Prock, but from which had sprung 10 per
“Was the criticism against a former MARRINER — At Camden. Oct. 14. cluded Mr. and Mrs. Irving Keene. York city were recent guests of Mr.
Charles F. Marriner. aged 75 years Howard Keene and Mills Keene all of and Mrs. L. P. True.
Capt.'H. R. Huntley. Capt. William P. fectly formed blossoms. It will be man teacher for refusing snow shov
Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock from
Hurley. Orville Brown and George A. sent to the Manville and King nur eling and other similar jobs for the
Good funeral home
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Ralph Wentworth, Mrs. Clif
EDWARDS—At Rockland. Oct 14. Elsie,
Miss Julia S,. Harwood of Boston ton Robbins, Mrs. Raymond Ludwig
Shuman.
series from which the plant was p.WA. justified? This community
wife of Edward M Edwards of St
George aged 21 years. Funeral Friday and Miss Marion Tanahill of Ieomin- I 0{ this place and Mrs Robert Durobtained.
was indignant at his refusal but he
at 2 o'clock at Wllevs Corner church
Sometimes the sound of the ham
CROCKETT—At
Portland.
Oct
14. ster spent the weekend at the home ren Of Rockland motored to Portland
was unused to manual labor, and said
Oladys
Ruth, wife of Arthur Crockett of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harwood.
While
Coach
Matheson
was
well
J Monday. They were accompanied by
mer is welcome in other than build
of
Rockland,
aged
30
years.
5
months.
he felt more self-respect to continue
6 days.
ing operations and that is the case at pleased with Rockland High School's
The
local
4-H
Clubs
recently
held
' Miss Corinne White who went on
to receive relief money. This will be
present as workmen are demolishing showing against Cony High Saturday
their
contest
at
the
Grange
hall,
i with friends to Boston after spendthe subject of the Educational
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to sincerely ’thank our neigh- j The exhibit of work done was inter-1 jng the weekend with her sister Mrs
the rickety building between Narra- he sees the need of apply ing more
Club's discussion at the Oct. 26 pic
gansett Hotel and Munro's filling sta polish before the locals meet their
during our recent bereavement ‘ esting. Prize money from Union Pali Ralph Wentworth and family.
nic with Miss Lenore Benner, 125 kindness
In the loss of our father. Isaac N Young; I was presented by the dug agent Miss !-----------------tion on Union street. It was last ancient enemy, Morse High, at Com
also for the use of their cars, and for
Camden
street.
2
to
8
30.
Three
new
used by the Stover grain interests and munity Park the coming Saturday,
the beautiful flowers
Ruth M. Clark. These clubs finished [
WEST ROCKPORT
life members, at $5 each are
Mr and Mrs. Hollis D. Young and Mr.
belonged to the Farnsworth estate. yo this end he is perfecting the
their season's work with good records.}
and
Mrs.
E.
Roy
Smith
forward pass defense and blocking on promised for that date, provided the
Dr. and Mrs. Hardy of Newton Cen
Mrs. Harold Dean, Miss Nora A I
sum total is matched then by mem
CARD OF THANKS
The Lake Placid Club In Essex the offense. The team's general
ter
called
Friday
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Taylor,
Maurice Carroll and children, i
We wish to express our sincere thanks
bers' drive activities for new mem
County, N. Y„ announces a prize of condition is excellent. Morse High
to the members of the GAR Spanish Alden Allen.
Maurice. Philip and Royce motored'
bers
and
renewals
combined.
Mem

War Vet V F W American Legion and
1500 for a choral composition contest, held Cheverus High to 12 to 6. and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harwood ac Saturday to Lubec, making a round'
Auxiliaries and affiliated bodtea also
orized quotations, anecdotes, current all
The National Guard. Police Force, Lions companied by Mrs. Julia A. Harwood. trip through Quoddy Village and j
open to American citizens; also prize the locals know that Saturday's
Club.
Nurse.
Miss
Eva
Ames
Dr
Blake
items are expected features preced
of $1,000 for a quintet for pianos and game will be no pussyfoot affair.
Annis. the school children the Russell
ing box lunch and six o'clock coffee. undertakers and all friends who sent Mrs. Nellie Fish and Miss Laura Fish I Eastport. On their return Sunday
string quartet.
All composition* Game begins at 2 p. m.
and furnished cars and helped In motored Sunday to Augusta where j they were accompanied by Mrs. ArSpeakers to be announced. Usual flowers
anv way to make things easier ln the they met Miss Annie Bryant of J delle Taylor and Mrs. Earl Metcalf
must be In the hands of the chair
time
of
our bereavement
Club
day
is
changed
to
Monday.
Mrs.
Eugene Rich, president of the Cam
man. not later than March 30, 1937.
Mrs. Ellen L. Conanl Mr and Mrs Thorndike, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bryant! who have been spending a few weeks
Etta
Covel
is
in
charge
of
immedi

Ralph
P
Conant Mr and Mrs Jethro
den
Outing
Club,
was
guest
speaker
at
A committee of eminent Judges, tq
of Knox, Mr. and Mrs. York and j in Lubec.
Pease.
be announced will pass on the com yesterday's meeting of the Rockland ate collections.
positions submitted, among them be Lions Club and told his highly Inter
ing vice president and general chair ested listeners what is being done
man Samuel H. Parker. Anyone in toward having a winter sports carni
terested in this locality may apply for val. Last winter it was a purely local
information to Mrs. Dora Bird or affair, but this year its scope is broad
ened to that of a community affair,
Mrs. Leola Noyes.
and is expected to dTaw hundreds of
Benefit supper 5 to 7 p. m., Satur pleasure-seekers from all parts of the i
\\\
day night at Methodist vestry Boy State. A large house 80 feet long is
under construction at Hosmer's Pond,
Scouts, Epworth League 25 cents.
The Stroller Oxford
124-125 where the carnival is to be held, and ,
the work is being done by volunteers [
A dual role in the fashion cast for fall! Crisp,
who are displaying Camden's pro
smart
looking gabardines and pintuck fabrics,
verbial public spirit. The only cost
handsomely
trimmed with smooth, velvety
was for 30,000 feet of lumber which
suede calf. Browns, and blacks. Decidedly
had to be rafted across the lake. Gov
ernor-elect Barrows has already given
correct with your tweeds and tailored clothes.
strong endorsement to the project.
Mr. Rich proved an able and elo
BUY AT ONCE
LIMITED SUPPLY
OUR LOSS IS YOUR GAIN
quent champion of the cause, which
is going to have strong support from
432 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND TEL 374-W
the Rockland Chamber of Commerce
AMBULANCE SERVICE The Lions meeting yesterday ad
journed eary that members might at
tend the funeral of Col. F. 6. Phil
brick, who was an honorary member
TEL. Mt
ROCKLAND, ME
of tthe club. A. B. Allen and W. A.
313-325 MAIN STREET,
TEL 980
READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
I CLAREMONT 8T„ ROCKLAND Kennedy were appointed entertain
98tf
ment committee for November,

Expert Carpet
Layer For Your
Linoleum Floors

M E. WOTTON & SON

Made To Order
Shades and Lino
leum Work Our
Specialty

Blouse -|- Sweater -|- Skirt

1
Lltl

TALK OF THE TOWN

equals 2 Sport Outfits

of 5 Featured Numbers
in Our Blanket Line

i. Full Size Plaid Sheet Blanket,

.59

2. Another Case Full Size Part Wool Double Blankets, pr. $1.98

3. Jumbo, 3.98 Value, in all new colors, including cedar, pr 2.98

you're on the fence about whai to wear!

4. Extra Large Size 72x84,25% Wool, a wonderful buy! pr 3.98

5. All Wool Special Plain Colors (perfect) for this weekend 5.00

Specials from

Our Men’s and Boys’ Dept.

FALL FASHION FAVORS

Fabric

Suede

WE ARE REMODELLING HENCE—WE ARE OFFERING

20%-50% DISCOUNT

ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK

EXTRA SPECIAL-RUGS at LESS than Cost

GOLD SEAL RUGS........ ,....................... 9x12 or 9x10.6, $4.25; 7.6x9 or 6x9, $2.59
CONGOLEUM (CRESCENT) .................... 9x12 or 9x10.6, $3.98; 7.6x9 or 6x9, $2.19

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

Russell Funeral Home

Stonington Furniture Company

CAMDEN

I

Every-Other-Day
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Class Warfare Constitution Big HELP
15 MILES OF
Threat Is Seen Issue of Nov. 3 KIDNEY TUBES

Capt. and Mrs. F. C. Arey are leav
ing this week for Melbourne, Fla.,,
where they will spend the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Prescott are 1
I
3
2
4
8
5 b
7
.Y
visiting in Milo. Mr. Prescott is on
a vacation from his duties as mana- I
10
j 11
II
9
Pre^rvation of American
New Deal Tactics Arouse
To Flush out Acids and Other
er of the Elm street A. & P. store. |
Grave Fears.
System of Government
Poisonous Waste
Francis French is in charge assisted j
13
14
lb
15
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 Miles of
at
Stake.
tiny
tubes
or
Liters which help to purify the
.
by Chadboume Richards.
Efforts to stimulate antagonism
w
blood and keep vou healthy. Most people pass
among various groups of citizens
about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
17
Miss Dorothy Kimball who has a j
18
Experts on pre - election trends
19
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting
constitute
a
feature
of
the
current
position in the Boston Public Library, L
recognize that not for three genera
and burning shows there may be something
political campaign which aroused
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
tions has the Constitution been so
to
tl
has been guest of her parents, Mr.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood,
considerable apprehension among
dominant in American thought as
when due to functional kidney disorders, may
and Mrs. Mark Kimball.
those anxious to see constitutional
W
be
the
beginning
of
nagging
backache,
rheu

in the 1936 campaign. Various issues
matic pains, lumbago, leg pains, loss of pep an I
U
1
democracy perpetuated in the
Thomas J. McGrath has returned
have been raised in the New Deal’s
energy, getting up nights, swelling, pufiNM
United
States.
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
to Waterbury, Vt., following a few
defense of its four-year record but
Don’t Wait I Ask your druggist for Doan's
57
11 ■
24 i5 lb
The New Deal and Mr. Roosevelt
the experts believe that many thou
days' visit at t>he home of his brother
Pills, used successfully by millions for over 4 '
IW
years. 'Ibey five happy relief and will help the
personally
appear
to
be
responsible
sands
will
go
to
the
polls
particu

Francis P. McGrath.
15 Miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
for this situation.
larly to vote on this one fundamen
waste from your tlood. Get Doan's Pills.
O
Miss Marion Lowe of Boston re
tal question:
Although Mr. Roosevelt recently
cently visited her parents. Mr. and
Shall the American system of Gov
expressed the hope for “calm delib
3T
0 31
Mrs. Herman Lowe. Chestnut street.
ernment be preserved?
eration and clear thinking” in the
VINALHAVEN
In
the
press,
on
the
radio
and
from
present campaign, many of his ut
w
Mrs. Mark Kimball is in Roxbury.
public rostrums warnings have been
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lincoln who
34
terances have been generally ap
3b
37
Mass., called by the illness of her
issued that constitutional self-gov have been guests of hls aunt Miss
praised as somewhat out of har
mother.
ernment may be at stake in the E. F. Roberts, returned Monday to
mony with his expressed hope. An
39
3d
MO
election. It is predicted that great
Mrs. Dorothy Dexter entertains the
'
w 11
n
..rsu u
editorial in the Boston Transcript
,
™
Wallace Beery in a scene from Old Hutch
Detroit. Mich.
numbers
of
voters
who
are
classed
Lend-A-Hand-Club Monday night at
recently summed up this phase of
4l
mF
41
as stay-at-homes will be eager to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas of
43
t .
her home on Elm street.
j^ot since "Min and Bill" has Wallace Beery appeared in so down-to- the situation as follows:
cast
a
ballot
this
year
on
a
matter
Cambridge.
Mass.,
were
in
town
over
“On several notable occasions Mr.
Joseph Crane of Boston has been earth a comedy and heart-warming romance as “Old Hutch," in which he
so universally important
the holiday.
45
4b
1
a visitor at the home of his brother, | plays the laziest man on earth who finds a hundred thousand dollars in cash Roosevelt himself has slipped away
Appeal To Voters.
from the cool, calm and sweet rea
Miss Ethelyn Strickland returned
jnd then has to work overtime trying to spend it.—adv.
In
advance
of
the
primaries
last
Lawrence Crane.
sonableness which now seem to him
Spring the American Liberty Monday to Boston following a visit
Fred Hansen and son Chester Han
HORIZONTAL
so desirable. Who else was it that
HORIZONTAL (Cont) VERTICAL (Cont.)
League issued a call to all voters to with her mother Mrs. Alice Strick
1-Small bay
served
as
the
climaxing
reference
in
S5-One versed in
branded as ’toriea’ all who dared
8-A whirlpool
CUSHING
sen attended the Topsham fair Wed
go to the polls this year. The League land.
5-Paaaage-money
aircraft
10- Defaee
cross him in his plans for remak
an entertaining talk.
nesday.
is
a
nation-wide
organization
whose
9-Drug
made
from
the
38- Four
11- Redouble
Mrs. Sara Donahue went Saturday
Mrs. Leroy Colby of Bath, publicity
yjr and
oeorge Stewart and ing the nation and its people? Who
basic purpose is to uphold and de
Mrs. Frank Marcello of Simonton’s
poppy plant
39- Engliah etreet-car 15-Reslst
else was it that exploded into 'horse
to
Boston.
chairman
of
the
Parent-Teacher
1
of
Rockland,
also
Mr
and
12Paired
fend the Constitution. It issued a
40- Very
19-Twiated hemp
Corner received $200 at the Comique
and buggy’ language when the Su
Frances McArthur and Freeda
13- Muaical note
Association, supplied helpful sug- jjj.s q e. Rivers and daughters,
letter to its more than 100,000 mem
41- Withea for
22- Bow the head
Theater Tuesday night.
preme Court declared one of hls
14- lnfreqUent
43-Domeatlcatea
23- High card
bers to inaugurate a Get-Out-The- Guymont. who were guests of Mrs.
Mrs. Sadie Lyon of South Brain gestions by way of programs and pro- Ernestine and Rita, were guests Sun- pet measures unconstitutional? Who
16- A degree (abbr.)
45- Scottiah language
25-Heroic poem
Vote Campaign. The appeal was L. R. Smith over the weekend, re
jects. reviewing the experiences of i day of friends in town.
else
was
it
that
pinned
the
label
of
17-Tolerated
tree, Mass., is visiting her brother
46- Lace fabrics
28-Small house
made to adherents of all parties, turned Monday to Boston.
other clubs and the various means !
•economic
royalists
’
on
the
great
18- Wander
27-Penetrate
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holder, and
Willis Pitcher.
Miss Barbara Brown, visited Tues 20- Witty saying
body of American business men? : regardless of how they proposed to
VERTICAL
30-Flavor
Dr. Judson Lord, son of Supt. adopted for worthwhile achieve son Richard visited his parents Mr Who else was it that described his
vote. There was a favorable re
21- Eternlty
32- Natlve of Rome
sponse from all sections ot the day in Rockland.
and Mrs. W B. Holder the holiday unnamed opponents as representa
Charles E. Lord, has opened an of ments.
Miss Lou Young is home from 22- God of the tea(abbr.) 1- Heart of anything 33- ltem in one's
A contest in the grade rooms, based weekend.
country
and
this
was
emphasized
23- Serpent
2- Unfastene
fice in Orono.
property
tives of ‘entrenched greed'?”
Howard Wilbur has rented the I °n membership at the meeting, was
by widespread expression of ap Rockland for a visit with her parents 24- Remembered
3- Six
34- Heap
Schools were closed Monday, owing
There is general acceptance of
proval in the press.
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Young.
28- Seed covering
4- God of the East
36- A rodent
Ralph Collins house of Limerock outlmed *
the theory that class warfare, if it
to the holiday.
Millions Don’t Vote.
wind (Gr. Myth.) 37- Pitch
Mrs. Helen Smith and Miss So- 29- Femlnlne suffix
street and with his family will move - Principal of th® brlck buUd*ng A
should be precipitated by partisan
5- Swlfteat
It was brought out in the League phronia Tolman, returned Tuesday 30- Pereh
42-A province of
Mr and Mrs. George Taft and famithere from Hosmer Pond the first of I bann«r and a Prlze in the line of
political appeals, would be fatal to
31- Deed
8-Near by
letter that 30,000,000 potential voters
Canada (abbr.)
playroom equipment will be awarded ly have moved to the A. R. Rivers the American system of govern
from Rockland.
34-Agreemente
7-Anglo In a fort
44-Myeelf
failed to take advantage of their
November.
Douglass Gilchrist went Monday to
ment The Federal Constitution rec
that room leading in attendance. farm.
right to cast ballots in the presi
Tho Baptist Philathea Class will
Mr. and Mrs. Gecrge Vannah of ognizes no class distinctions. It
Boston.
With a definite Incentive, gratifying
(Solution to previous puzzle)
dential
election
of
1932.
After
citing
meet Friday night at the church
the importance of the constitutional
Zenas Melvin of Camden is substi
Somerville. Mass. with Mr and Mrs. places all citizens on a basis of
WARREN
parlors with Mrs. Alice Burkett and results are assurred.
absolute equality before the law. It
issue the letter said:
tuting at the bank for L. W. San
The meeting then adjourned, suc Albert Jameson and family of East
Mrs. Harriet Belyea as hostesses.
does not permit special privileges
“In such circumstances every
born who is enjoying a two weeks
i Friendship, were In town. Sunday for any particular group nor impose
ceeded
by
a
social
period.
In the absence of Rev. H. I. Holt,
William Bowden has closed his
citizen owes a duty to himself,
vacation.
I on a vtslt.
special
duties
upon
others.
to his family and to his Nation.
house on Megunticook street and is
pastor of the Congregational Church,
Gerald Smith of Everett Mass.,
Mrs. F. I. Maloney is in ill health.
Examples in Europe.
His duty is the free and intelligent
Deatb By Gunshot Wound
Rev. Earl Achorn of Rockport will
in Augusta where he will spend the
is
guest of his mother Mrs. Reuben
exercise
of
his
right
of
franchise
—
The history of the rise of dictator
Mr. and Mrs Wallace Egerton of
fill the pulpit. Sunday morning Mrs.
winter with his daughter.
Fatal wounds were sustained
his vote. The ballot which a free
Carver.
Waban. Mass., were at their bunga- ships in several European nations
Th? annual installation of Malden
Sidney
Wyllie. soloist will sing.
citizen casts may be compared
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Treat returned
is cited frequently by those who
Cliff Rebekah Lodge was held last >'esterda>'
Charles F. Marriner. 75.
Qver
holiday weekend,
“Father in Heaven" (Briggs). There
with the payment of a premium
fear
that
the
New
Deal
’
s
attempt
Saturday to Milton, Mass.
night and these officers were in- caused by the discharge of a rifle in
Wotton is at home from a
will be no evening services.
upon his insurance policy. If the
to set up class distinctions is
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer are
stalled by District Deputy President hls bam the aged mandying soon scauOpjng u-jp jn New Bedford. Mass. dangerous to the American system.
premium is not paid, the policy
Clinic.
receiving congratulations on the
lapses and he and his family lose
Blanche Fuller, assisted by Margaret after he had been taken to the Com- , B s q^,. u making repairs on In practically every case in recent
The sermon topic Sunday morn
birth Columbus Day of a son.
the
protection
for
which
he
has
history
where
a
dictatorship
has
Crockett as district deputy marshal. munRy Hospital.
Fred Blacks house. Middle street ,
labored and saved for years. The
Union Church will serve a supper ing at the Baptist Church will be, j
been
established
it
has
been
founded
N. G., Lillian Gray; V. G., Laura
, ur-:™..
n~.kia.wt Rockland. He has been assisted by
“The Most Christ-like Man in the
Dr. H. J.
Weisman »(
of Rockland,
exercise of your right to vote con
at the vestry tonight, Thursday.
upon the desire of some particular
Fuller; secretary Bessie Bowers:
F. G. Olson and Kenneth Crute.
stitutes the premium you pay to
Old Testament." Music will include
group for power over other groups.
Miss
Mabel
Erickson
who
was
guest
county
medical
examiner,
reported
a
treasurer. Eleanor Hansen; warden.
protect the most valuable insur
Mr. Stevens of Warren is setting In Russia it is the Communist mi
of her parents Mr. and Mrs Bernard the anthem. “What a Saviour is
Jessie Beverage; conductor. Mabel formal finding of death by gunshot
ance policy ever written—the
ing of the Lincoln Baptist Associa
nority
which
dominates;
in
Ger

cement posts for a cottage at Vinal's
Erickson over the weekend returned Jesus” (Sutherland) by the choir.
Constitution of the United
Howe; chaplain. Gertrude Walden; wound.
tion held Friday at West Rockport.
Church
school
will
be
at
noon,
and
Point, which he is to be built in the many the Nazis; in Italy the Fas
Monday to Boston.
States.”
I. G . Edna Burrill; O. G„ Alice
cists.
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert
According to members of the fam near future.
Christian Endeavor at 6 Sermon
Fifty-three
per
cent
of
the
poten

Mr.
and
Mrs.
I.
G.
Calderwood
It is also regarded as significant
Yates; musician. Adelia Morse; R S ily. Mr. Marriner had arranged with
topic
for
the
evening
worship
will
.weekend
in Beverly. Mass.
tial
voters
on
the
average
remained
went to Boston last Monday.
H. L. Killeran goes to Waterville that while in the instances men
N G.. Blanche Fuller; LBN.G.. I another man to shoot his pet horse,
Paul Oxton picked a strawberry
away from the polls in the last four
be. "The Man of Courage;
tioned
there
is
a
nominal
dictatorsMiss
Mabel
Erickson
returned
this
week,
for
a
check-up
on
the
Roxie" Whitehouse; RB.V.G., Jessie ' whlch bad become infirm, but for
Sunday. Quite a change
presidential elections. It is generally Monday to Boston where she has em-!
ship of a particular group, in actu
Parker's Jonesport Polks. blossom. and
toer.
Satterlee; LB.V.G.. Dorothy Went- ■
reason the man was unable to ; mouth ailment for which he under ality there is a dictatorship by one
anticipated that this average will
went
an
operation
a
short
time
ago
be considerably reduced on Novem p oment. following a weekend visk under aUspices of the Baptist Ladies’ mometers registering frora 15 t0 20
worth. The installation was followed ’ do
individual. That is a feature which
at the Thayer Hospital.
at the home of her parents. Mr. and circle, wiu begin at 8 o'clock tonight
y
ber 3.
causes concern on the part of those
by an entertainment and refreshTaking his rifle Mr. Marriner
Mis Bernard Erickson.
Thursday.
| with the squalls Monday responsible
ments were served.
j started for the bam. and it was sup- ! A weime roast was enjoyed Colum who have noted Mr. Roosevelt’s at
Miss Frances MacArthur was in
<■
,4
Mis. Josef Hofmann left yesterday ! posed that he had gone to shoot the bus Dav by members of the Helpful tempt to combine legislative and
. sT ..
.
,
scallop
rapid
drop in
i 1 The picture of the•»
* industry II for the “
»• °>»»
°' temperature.
“ •“«executive power in his own hands
for Philadelphia after spending the j J^rse himself. When he faded to re- jClub' at
u
H. M. Bradford of Thorndike, was and his impatience when some of
friends
reiurnea
y
tonight
at
7
:45
at
the
Congregational
ing
Mrs.
Nancy
Clark.
summer here.
turn after some time, his wife went
his experiments have beep halted,
in town. Tuesday on business.
Maynard. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollie Bennett and j (0 tJae bam and found him lying on .
_ .
by the interposition of the constitu
Church, under the auspices of the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ladd returned
daughter Ruth are spending a few the noor Dr Weisman said that
Elden 2°°*' *®n
tional powers of the Supreme Court.
Congregational Mens’ Brotherhood. Monday to Manchester. N H . after
days in Boston. They were accom- the bull€t entered the chest just be- Oeorge
o! frl^n^ip . ’ere
Claes E. Boman
j ITiis will be open to the public and spending the weekend with Mr. and
The entire situation is something
panied as far as Portsmouth. N. H.. ! low th€ heart, passed through the | vUtore Tuesday at B. S. Geyers,
new in American politics. It is re
Claes E. Boman an esteemed citi free of charge.
Demands for investigation of al
I Mrs. Vesper A. Rokes.
by Mrs. Lillian Carver who will visit pody and into the left arm. severing J Mrs Leon Ames and daughter garded as having potentialities of
leged misuse of relief funds for po zen. died at his home Sunday at the
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Thomas
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chester
Wyllie
and
Gladys are on Magee Island for the grave danger.
litical purposes were made many advanced age of 88 years. Deceased
friends in Concord, N. H.
the muscles and tendons of the arm.
Rev.
Howard
A.
Welch
attended
as
and
son Raymond, returned Saturday
winter, and Jack Ames is attending
months ago but it was not until late
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club
Besides his wife, deceased is sur- .
.
September that the Senate Commit was born in Stockholm. Sweden, son delegates Wednesday afternoon and to Malden. Mass., after two weeks
met Tuesday night in Rockport. A vived by a sl£ter> Mrs Agnes Wen. school in Port C yde
“Non-Political”
tee on Campaign Expenditures final of Mr. and Mrs. Renhold L. Boman. evening, the ordination service held Vacation with their uncle and aunt,
Mr. Roosevelt has conducted
New England boiled dinner was ‘ man
of Lincolnville, and two
Mrs Nora U mer h at hOme h
ly decided to investigate. Condi
Mr. Boman came to this town when ! at th« ptrst
Church. Rock- j Mr and Mrs Maynard Creamer.
week from her work at W. F Flint's. much of his campaign by making
served by the members of the Relief brothers, Roscoe of Lincolnville and
tions in Pennsylvania, it was an
what he called “non-political” trips
i land.
Mrs. Flora Peabody who has been
Corps and this was followed by an ' Qecil, of Liberty,
nounced, would be the subject of an a young man. He was a stone cutter
and speeches. In January of this
I
Holt
went
'
a few da>s ln East Orland
Rev. and Mrs. H
inquiry. Charges that relief admin by trade after which he became a
entertainment and dancing.
| Funeral services will be conducted
WASHINGTON
year he delivered a message to Con
with her cousin. Mrs. Alice White
istrators
were
squandering
money
Monday
to
Exeter.
N.
H.,
where
they
At the installation of Mt. Battie | aj
Good funeral home, Saturday
gress through a radio microphone.
and were requiring those on the re sail maker which business he en- will be guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. returned home Tuesday. Miss Hilda
In September he issued a summa
Lodge, I.O.OF. held Tuesday night at 2 p. m.
Mount Olivet Lodge, F.A.M., in-| tion of the budget which some ir
lief
rolls to line up with the New gaged in until his retirement, three I Moody Mrs Holt will also go to Bosaccompanied by Mrs. Clarence
these officers were installed by Dis
Deal had been made by many prom years ago.
' stalled officers at its recent meeting.1 reverent persons described as a
ton for observation at the Lahey Peabody and young son, Sewall,
trict Deputy Grand Master Milton
inent Individuals, including former
GEORGES RIVER ROAD Fred Ludwig being the new master. , campaign document. There was
In 1909 he made a trip to hls native
amateur nlght sponsored j motorln* there for her
V. Rollins and staff of Rocklapd: N.
Governor Gifford Pinchot and Sen
------j Mahlon Turner, senior warden; Rob- general relief for the puzzled people
land
and
enjoyed
a
vacation
of
two
Tuesday
by the Forget-me-not Troop ; i ^rs- Florence Oxton has been
G.. Herbert <W. Keller; V. G., John T.
ator
James
J.
Davis.
The Finnish Congregational Church I ert Linscott, junior warden; W. F when the President finally confessed
Exploiting human misery for po months. In 1911 and 1917 he wa.s of Girl Scouts was successful, and a | £uest a few days of Mr 40(1 Mrs
•Alley; secretary, John P. Leach;
that
after
all
he
was
a
candidate
will hold a meeting tonight at 7 at Hatch, treasurer; B H. Sidelinger, |
litical purposes is a charge that is
fine program presented. Winners of £ern°n Packard at Glen Cove,
financial secretary. Warren B Con
for re-election.
so offensive to American ideals that Representative to Legislature. He
ant; treasurer. E. M. Crosby; warden, the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sutinen. secretary; James Pardoe, senior
Grover C. Brown of South Brewer,
j
the
prizes awarded the best two
it might have been expected that had also held the town offices of first I
Donald D Rollins; conductor. David South Waldoboro. The church anni- 1 deacon; Harvey Mooers, junior deaNew Deal Costs
amateurs, were Lois and Mary Nor grand outer guard K. of P. was guest
the
New
Deal
would
seize
the
first
selectman and tax collector. Mr. ' wood ln & duet and ehCTman slm. overnight Tuesday of George Gray.
A. Nichols; chaplain. William M. versary will be observed next Sunday con; William Lessner, steward:
The Roosevelt Administration dur
opportunity to clear itself.
Smith; O. G., Harold B. Hansen; I. at 1.30 and at 7 o'clock, Mrs. Rodney Horace Moore, junior steward; Ralph ing the past three fiscal years has
Boman was active in the work of mons in ai piano solo. Others who
Brown is visiting lodges ln dis
G . Guy C. Sheldon; RBN.G., Nor W. Roundy of Portland will be the Calkin, chaplain: Charles Tinn. mar- collected eleven billions of dollars
union Church and interested in all participated ,were Christine J opes. triet 13. which includes the Georges
Dividends
and
Taxes
man E. Fuller; LB .NG., George speaker in the afternoon. English shal; Sanford Cargill, tyler. The in from the taxpayers. That, however,
A striking example of the huge town affairs and current events. He piano solo; Ruth Starrett. tap dance;' River Lodge.
has not been nearly enough to meet
slice taken from business incomes
Nichols; RSS„ David [V. French; speaking people are welcome also, stalling officer was John Levenseller the expenses of the New Deal.
Mary Ludwig, song, Virginia Wyllie
by the tax collector is found in a became a Mason 65 years ago. served and Phyllis (Perry, piano duet;
LiS.S.. Leon F. (Poland; RS.Vfi, A chicken dinner will be served be- who was aided by Herbert Knight,
In addition to the eleven billions
Many colonies of bees perish each
recent report of the American Pe as master of Moses Webster Lodge Jeannet^ overlock, a song; Elizabeth
Warren H Merchant; LB.V.G., Leon tween 12 and 1.30 at a reasonable marshal. There was a large attend- of dollars collected, the administra
winter because of shortage of f /I.
troleum
Institute.
A
study
of
the
| ance.
price.
Y. Stinson. Supper was served.
tion has signed the taxpayers' name
1935 financial reports of 14 oil com and as district deputy grand master Kenniston and Lois Bazemore, and In Maine no less than 45 to 60 pcunAs
to promissory notes for twelve bil
• * • *
panies whose total net worth repre Sixty-two years ago he joined Star of Ann Norwood, vocal trio; Lillian of honey should be left wtlii the Lees
lions of dollars more—that’s what
Pagtnt-Teacher Meeting
sents more than one-third of all Hope Lodge, Odd Fellows, also Island Durrell, toe dance; Charlotte Moore ip the fall.
, government borrowing means.
capital invested in the petroleum in Home Encampment, and Canton and Kathleen Coffron, vocal duet;
Joined in the common cause, wel
dustry indicates that payments for Vinalhaven having held the highest Richard Butler, piano solo; Joyce
fare of the school child, parents and
Economy Promises
dividends were only 22 per cent as office in these orders. He was also Butler, piano solo. Following the
teachers met in association last night
In 1932 the Democratic Platform
large as payments for taxes. Car- a member of Ocean Bound Rebekah
play, the Scouts gave the flag salute,
at the Camden Congregational vestry.
promised a reduction in government
owners are probably bearing the
Lodge.
Activities for the school year were
song, "America the Beautiful" and1
expenditures of 25 per cent. The
heaviest burden of these taxes.
His wife Mrs. Augusta Boman died the anthem; and repeated the Scout
Roosevelt administration took of
launched with the election of of
fice on March 4, 1933.
Civil Service
eight months ago. He is survived by i promise. Capt. Irene Starrett and
ficers. choice of president being Adin
Persistent Coughs
For the fiscal year 1933 (ending
The merit system of appointments two sons, Charles Boman of Vinal- i Lieut. Laura Jameson were in
L. Hopkins; A. B. Stevenson, Jr., viceJune
30,
1933)
the
Federal
govern

to
government
jobs
has
suffered
un

haven
and
Herbert
Boman
of
Lisbon
I
Twelve
dollars
was
netted
for
tl
Two
or
three doses of the Famous
president; Miss Ethel Oliver, secre
CKLEY'S MIXTURE In sweetened hot
ment’s expenditures totalled $5,143,der the New Deal. The last annual Falls, also one granddaughter Miss [ benefit of the Troop.
tary; and Miss Mary E. Taylor,
iter
and
sipped
slowly Just before retir
000,000.
report of the Civil Service Commis
ing usually ensures a restful night’s
treasurer.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chase sleep
For the fiscal year 1938 the Fed
sion states that at the end of the Ruth Boman of Lisbon Falls.
Asthma-Bronchitis sufferers enjoy a
Frank A. Winslow, city editor of
Funeral services were held at the ; returned Monday to Newton Center- c'oughless
eral government's expenditures to
fiscal year 1933 the competitive
night: you'll sleep sound and
talled $8.880,000,000—an increase of
classified service represented only family residence Wednesday Rev. N. after spending the weekend at their
The Courier-Gazette, brought greet
refreshed if you wui be just wise
enough
to
take 2 or 3 doses before you
72 per cent
63.3 per cent of all civil employees F. Atwood, paster of Union Church summer home here.
ings from the Rockland club, citing
go to bed.
in
the
Executive
branch.
During
Note
—
While
BUCKLEY'S Is not offered
offficiating. Masonic funeral rites
ios
its worthy milk project on which it
Mrs. Ellis Spear Jr., Ellis Spear 3d, as a cure for Asthma or Bronchitis It
the preceding administration this were performed by officers of Moses
Our
Book
of
Rules
will
give
Immediate
relief from that
has built up the largest membership
and Abbott Spear passed the holiday qhoklng. gasping struggle
group represented about 80 per cent
for breath
The best argument against com
Webster Lodge F.AM. There were
of any PT.A. in the State. Branch
of the total.
weekend at their summer home here.- , BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE Is sold by all
munism,
socialism,
fascism
and
good
druggists
on
a
guarantee
of full
beautiful
floral
tributes.
Interment
ing into the timely mention of states
many other isms is the simple fact
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Boggs re - 7 Satisfaction or your money back.
was made in the family lot at Ocean
The Federal Payroll.
men. Mr. Winslow recounted his acthat they conflict with Americanism.
On February 28, 1933, just before View cemetery. The bearers were F. turned Monday to Marlboro, Mass.,
qaintance as a press representative
The star-eyed theorists and dream
Vinalhaven & Rockland
the
New Deal administration came L. Roberts, A. A. Peterson, C. C. after being guests of relatives here
with a score of celebrities who have
utomatic
elivery ers want to make their own rules in, the
over the weekend.
number
of
civil
teffleers
and
Steamboat Co.
Webster,
P.
A.
White.
L.
B.
Dyer
and
|
shone in the political arena. Inser
for governing other people. They
employees on the Federal payroll
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis and
CHANGE OF TIME
tion of amusing asides revealed the
24
our
ervice overlook the fact that the people was 563,487. On June 30, 1936, the A. E. Libby.
want to rule themselves and have
Effective September 16, 1936
Those from out of town to attend Miss Marguerite Haskell returned
human angles whence sprang the
end of the last fiscal year, this pay
done pretty well with that old book
Subject To Change Without Notice
phrase, "brothers under the skin.”
roll total was 824,259, an increase the services were Mr. and Mrs. Her home Monday following a weekend
Daily Except Sunday
of rules called the United States
of about 46 per cent.
bert Boman and daughter Miss Ruth visit with Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Smith C
With the Presidential election only a A LOCAL CONCERN
VINALHAVEN LINE
Constitution.
in Taunton, Mass. Frank Rowe sub STEAMER:
Boman.
fortnight distant, it was seemly tc SOLICITS YOUR PATRONAGE^^p
Leaves
Vinalhaven
1.00 A. M., arsisted Monday for Mrs. Davis at; llvlng at Rockland at at
recall this State's only candidate for
9 20 A. M Return
the Malcolm Comer Primary school. ing, leaves Rnckland at 2.45 P. M., ar
chief executive, Hon. James G FOR OIL OR BURNER SERVICE
RAZORVILLE
riving at Vinalhaven at 4.00 P. M.
WE BUY
Mr. and Mrs. William Stevens have
Blaine, for whom Mr. Winslow con
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
closed their cottage at Seven Tree STEAMER:
fessed a youthful hero worship when
OLD
GOLD
Mr. and Mrs. Potter of Malden,
-Leaves si
Swans Island at 5.30 A. M.,
To help end it sooner,
Pond, and returned to the village for.
that famous statesman was in the
ur -Stonington 6 30. North Haven 7 30; due
rub throat and chest with
Mass., who recently spent a vacation CLARENCE E. DANIELS
public eye. The nations idol, Col.!
-g$ tat Rocklem
lend about 8.45 A. M. Returnthe winter.
Ing, leaves IRockland at 2.15 P. M , North
JEWELER
TELS. 730 & 731
MAINE
at the Ralph Hibbert place, returned
Charles A. Lindbergh, who was met ROCKLAND
Twenty-two from the Baptist Haven 3.30. Stonington 4.43; due at
170 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
Swan's
Island about 8.00 P. M.
llirlce by the Rockland city editor,
here for a holiday visit.
Church attended the quarterly meetlU-tf
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with extension agents

Mr. and Mrs. Peck of Old Lj-me.
Rev. Horace Taylor and Rev. Rob
The Friendly Home cottage has had
ert. Sheaff attended the meeting of
as recent visitors Dr. and Mrs. L. W, Conn, were overnnght guests of Mr.
the Lincoln County Ministerial As
Hadley of South Portland and as and Mrs. Alfred Standish recently.
AND THE
sociation held in Damariscotta.
dinner guests Mr. and Mrs. Frank D
Mr. and Mrs. C. Frederick Vogel
Charles Linscott and John Lins- ]
Rowe of Warren.
have closed their cottage at Bradford
The Outing Club of Rockland dined I Point and returned to New York.
cott of Needham, Mass., have been
Wednesday at Rockledge Inn.
guests of Mrs. Jennie H. Linscott.
Miss Suzanne Jeanne spent the
Mrs. Emma W. Potter of Dorches- ,
Mrs. Wotton and Mrs. Rolfe of weekend and holiday at the Late j DO THIS when you
hr
ter, Mass., has been visiting her !
Rockland returned home Sunday, j home, returning Tuesday to Boston, i
brother, Osborne Welt.
having spent a month at the Fales'
wake up with a
The Union Aid held its latest as- |
At the meeting of Meenahga j
cottage.
sembly with Mrs. Helen Winchenbach j
committee ln charge comprises Mrs. Kennedy’s Drug Store, Chisholm's Grange Monday nlght degrees were r
Agriculture
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Longworth of ,
Headache
Roy Hardwick of Boothbay Is John Gardner. Mrs. Alice Wyllie, Spa, Singer Sewing Machine, Perry's ! conferred on three candidates. At i
Medfield, Mass., who have been visit- I The next meeting will be an all day
session
Wednesday
at
the
home
of
Shop,
Cries
Laundry.
What-Not
Mrs.
Ethel
Connon
and
Mrs.
Alice
the next meeting the third and I
building a new double-declf pen
ing Mr. and Mrs. William D. Gilbert ,
ENJOY RELIEF BEFORE
Mrs. Bessie Wallace.
»which will accommodate about 500 Fitzgerald. The supper menu con Gift Shop.
fourth degrees will be conferred.
at Lookout Lodge returned home
YOU’VE FINISHED DRESSING
Mr. and Mrs. C. Frank Jackson,
hens. He Is planning to Install 'a sists of: Pot roast of beef, mashed
Susannah Wesley Society met
Tuesday.
Miss Evelyn Plummer, assistant
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvanus Borneman and
flue ventilator. He has several potatoes, squash, hot yeast rolls,
Monday
with
Mrs.
Vergil
Wallace.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Forrest
Maynard
and
'
MILWAUKEE-"I ve just bad a view
Bayer Tablets
hundred pullets this year and part apple pie and coffee. This excellent State club leader, will be present at
Mrs. Edna Turner attended the
Clarence Woodbury has returned
son Calvin spent the weekend and
Dissolve Almost
Grange supper Friday at Winslow's
of them are already laying very well, supper is only 25 cents for adults and the afternoon program for the coun from Memorial Hospital where he of the new 1937 Dodge,” says Mrs.
holiday at Sea Call cottage.
Helen Wilson. ‘‘Just one look at this
ty contest. This program will also
Instantly
» • • •
— 15 cents for children.
Mills.
Mrs. Lela Haskell of Union and
car has spoiled me for the make we're
include singing and acts put on by was operated on for appendicitis.
Clifton Walker of Aina County J
• . . •
In 2 sccondN by stop
Mr.
and
Mrs
Alfred
Standish
and
The
degree
team
of
Meenahga
Miss Florence Thurston of South
driving now. I wouldn't be surprised
various clubs as: Duet, Barbara Heald
watch, a genuine
orchard project leader, has a flnej.
4-H Club Notes
HAYEK Aspirin tablet
and Ruth Owen of Camden; song and Grange conferred degrees Friday if everyone feels the same way about Union were dinner guests Sun son Alfred with Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Marts
to disintegrate
crop of Northern Spys this year. He
Helen Johnson and Ina Anderson,
Collamore motored last Thursday to
day at The Friendly Home cottage.
and go to work. Drop a
dance, Marjorie Wiggin of South night at White Oak Grange, Warren. it when they see this new car.”
llayer Aspirin tablet in
has just completed picking a good q_H ciub members of George's River
Mrs. Crosby K. Waltz and Miss
State Police Officer Roland J. Augusta.
Thomaston; minstrel show, Jolly
to a glass of water. By
crop of McIntosh.
road. Thomaston, have been solicitthe time it hits the bot
Mrs. Walter Winchenbach recently
Paquin
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
Walter
C.
Toilers of George’s River road: Last Mildred Waltz of Wollaston, Mass.,
NORTH HOPE
tom of the glass it is
have been at their home here a few
1 ing in Rockland during the week for
Ripley, all of Augusta , have been visited Mrs. Domenic Fossa of Dan
disintegrating. What
Letters have been sent out by the County contest prizes and funds. Be- Day of School, Willing Workers of days.
happens in thia glass
Mild weather left here Monday and spending a week's vacation at the vers, Mass. On her return Mrs. Fossa
. . . happens In your
Extension Service to poultrymen
sides
money reCeived,
year we Hope; Candle Lighting, by Fox
Mrs.
Alfred
Storer
was
recent
guest
accompanied her, staying for a short j
stomach.
garding 1937 poultry account books. have several kinds of merchan Islanders of Vinalhaven; and award of friends and relatives in New a cold wind of gale force drove every Winchenbaugh cottage, Itrenuzus to
gether with relatives and friends who visit.
Mrs. Charles Hendrickson of West dise given by merchants that will go j ing of charters and seals to clubs,
thing and everybody under cover.
frequently visited, among them being
Miss Barbara Pitcher of Auburn
Aina says: "You need not send me a to the highest ranking Juniors, j prizes to highest ranking juniors, I The officers of the Baptist Sab
When you wake up with a head
Willard Pease is attending the Bal Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Paquin, Evan dale, Mass., spent the weekend with
letter for you know I always want a county champions and young farm seniors and young tanners, and an bath School met at the parsonage
ache, do this: Take two quick-act
nouncing
the
first
highest
ranking
j
lard
Business
School
at
Rockport.
geline
Paquin
and
Herbert
C.
Brown
her
parents.
ing, quirk-dissolving BA YEH ASPI
book."
Monday
night
to
make
plans
for
the
ers
at
County
Contest
Oct.
31
at
the
|
• • • •
club in the County for the County j
RIN tablets with a little water.
Mr. Hamlin is home from the hos
Mrs Annie Pease and daughter Jr.
coming
months.
High
School
building.
This
merj
Ily the lime you’ve finished dress
Plaque, given by The Courier-Gazette.
H. L. Richardson, poultry special
Whispering Spruces was the scene pital after receiving surgical treat
ing, nine chances in ten, you’ll feel
A party for the children of the Marian were recent callers at Willow
includes: Skis, shoes, The plaque was won last year by the
ist was in the county this week dis chandise
Saturday night of a gay party com ment and is able to attend to his
relief coming.
shirts, stationery, permanents, sham Helpful Handy Home Hustlers and if I Methodist Church school was held Brook.
cussing future poultry meetings.
posed of Manuel Winchenbaugh, business, being almost fully restored
Genuine Bayer Aspirin provides
poo and fingerwaves, table lamp, 26 1 won again this year by this club, it ■ recently in the vestry with the teach
this quirk relief because it is rated
A. I. Perry has been spending the Irene Bilideau and Mr. and Mrs. to his usual health.
ers
assisting
in
entertaining.
The
among the quickest methods for re
Already several farmers in the pound bag sugar; 50 pounds flour, will be theirs permanently.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Sargent of lief
past week at Owl's Head caring for Rackliff
science has yet discovered.
youngsters passed a happy afternoon
county have asked about the apple eversharp pencil, pocket books, Jack
The morning program, beginning ,
the house of his son, L. H. Perry,
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Maynard ! Washington called Sunday on Mrs
Try it this way. But ask for it by
tree pool which has been conducted knife, cake decorator set, candy, I at 9 will include: address of welcome, j and refreshments were served.
its
full
name, BAYER ASPIRIN;
while Mr. and Mrs. Perry and daugh spent the weekend and holiday at j Sargent's cousin. Mrs. Alva E. Walnot by the name “aspirin” alone.
by the Farm Bureau with the assis quart of paint, harmonica, banner, response, and roll call of clubs, then I Mrs. Harold R. Smith has returned ter Bernice visited relatives at Eagle thelr cottage, the Sunset.
j lace.
tance of the state horticulturist. Geer silver cup, boy's oxfords, rinso, sing- a free movie to all club members and J from the State Street Hospital. Port and Sunset.
Miss Gertrude Winchenbach spent
Mrs. Charles Emery was at her cot
15C FOR
land where she was a surgical patient.
Morton of Newcastle has 100 trees ercraft, hat and scarf set, necktie leaders.
a few days recently at the home of
tage
Sunday
with
guests.
Mrs.
Blanche
Moody.
Mrs.
Mabel
Two large elm trees were blown
A DOZEN
which he ordered last year, and has pin, handbag, toilet set, etc.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ames of South I Mrs. Nellie Boggs.
down near the residence of Stanley Peabody and son Sewell were guests
Names of the banks, organizations,
not lost one. He is using poison baft
Mrs. Belle Young of Rockland has
MEDOMAK
Poland during the severe gale Mon last Thursday afternoon of Mrs. A Windham and Mr. and Mrs Edward
as mice protection. A P. Allen of stores, and business men contribut
Dearmond of Milton, Mass., have been visiting Mrs. Emma Brown for
I
Perry
at
Willow
Brook.
day.
ing
towards
county
contest
up
to
Hope and Luther Carney of SheepVirtually
Mrs. Clara Collamore, Mrs. Norman
Mr. and Mrs. James Pease of Stony been recent guests of Mrs. Lilia Ames two weeks.
Mrs. Clara Wallace of Union has
scot, are both using poison bait for Oct. 12 follows: First National Bank,
lc
a tablet
Miss
Almeda
Sidelinger
and
sister
Creek. Conn., are visiting his parents at the Rockhaven cottage.
the protection of their apple tree? Knox County Trust Company, Rock Carter and Mrs. Nancy Genthner and been guest of Mrs. Esther Davis.
of
Nobleboro
have
moved
to
the
home
son Bernard were visitors last Thurs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
D
Gilbert
Mrs. B. G. Miller, president of the here and other relatives at Ash Point
LOOK roo THK KAYKH CKOtt
Farmers planning to obtain fruit land Savings Bank. Senter-Crane
day in Rockland.
have had as recent visitors, Miss Ha of Stephen Burrows for the winter.
Woman's dub, was a guest of the and Rockland.
trees next year should get in touch Company, Rotary Club, Newbert's
Mrs Basil Winchenbach of Rock
Mrs. Martha Soule and two children Wiscasset Club on Presidents Day at
j Restaurant. E. B. Crockett, WoolMrs. Annie Pease, acting district zel Raymond and Arthur Robinson
with County Agent Wentworth.
land
passed the weekend with her Mr. Berry moved the remainder of
spent
the
weekend
with
Mrs.
Soule's
of
Southwest
Harbor.
• • • •
the last meeting.
worth & Co., manager of Woolworth
deputy of Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge
hls household eRecls which were
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Taylor of Wal aunt, Mrs. C. Frank Jackson.
Cecil Hallowell and Ashby Moody J & Co., Mr. Doherty; Willis Ayer, mother in Lewiston.
Mrs. Ida C. Stahl, Mrs. Louise of Appleton has been busy the past
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Davis and stored at Sylvanus Borneman's, to
L. W. Osier was called Friday to Miller Mrs. Dora Yorke, Mrs. Isabelle
of Jefferson have been picking apples , House & Sherman, John Chisholm,
week installing the lodges in her dis lingford, Conn, were weekend guests
children John and Joan spent the Salisbury.
*
for Marshel Moody. Mr Moody has a , R. E. Nutt, C. R. Dorman, Corner Portland by the serious automobile Labe, Mrs. Florence Shuman, Mrs. trict, finishing Wednesday w)th Ap at Rockledge Inn.
past week with Mr. Davis' uncle. Al
accident
of
his
sister-in-law,
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Hammond
good crop of Baxters and his young , Drug Store, Vesper A. Leach. C. H.
Sace Weston. Mrs. Rose Weston. Mrs. pleton Lodge.
rested over the weekend in their fred S. Davis, returning Saturday to
McIntosh trees have begun to bear. Moor Drug Store, Blaisdell Drug Linwood Timberlake.
Lottie Lovell, Mrs. Bessie Kuhn,
Mrs. Minnie Murphy of Rockport,
Rockland. Mass.
Mrs.
Evie
Studley
and
son
Francis
For First Aid in reliev
In the next few years these trees i Store. Economy's, (Fruit and Cindy).
Mrs. Elsie Mank and Mrs. Annie Mr. end Mrs. Walter Bowden and Rest Easy cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Achorn and
ing common akin ailshould produce a good crop. These 1 Naum & Adams. Studley's Furniture went Saturday to Boston.
Genthner attended the meeting of daughter Constance of Camden were
menu or akin injuries
daughter Esther of Thomaston were
Misses Stella Chase and Della the Lincoln County Union of
trees have been pruned and sprayed Co., Lambs Dry Cleansers. Para
always rely on
STONINGTON
Callers Monday evening on Mr. and
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. C.
under the direction of the Extension mount Restaurant, E. B. Hastings & Chase of Dutch Neck passed Friday Women's Clubs held Tuesday in
Mrs. E. Donald Perry.
Martin
Collamore.
afternoon
with
Mrs.
Cassie
Willey.
Service for the past eight years.
Damariscotta.
Co., O, W. Sheldon, druggist; C. L.
Miss Christie Bray who teaches at
Miss Ruth Arrington of Appleton,
Julian Berry and brother of Salis
Mr. and Mrs. William Little of Dor
Robinson, Flint’s Market. A. H.
Isle au Haut. passed the weekend
who
is
teaching
here,
spent
the
week

bury Beach were in town Wednesday.
chester,
Mass.,
were
weekend
visitors
With The Homes
Robinson, John A. Karl, Co., Train
end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
The Rockland Farm Bureau is ers Restaurant, Foley's Restaurant, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Thomas Bray.
W.
Arrington.
serving a public supper at its hall at Shoe-Shine Store. Philip Sulides, C. Willey.
Mr. and Mrs. William Weldh have j
Mrs. A. I. Perry and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William McIntyre and
West Meadows Friday night at 6. The M. Havener, Willow Street Market,
returned from a visit with Mrs
E. Donald Perry and children were
Rockland Nash Co.. European Bak°f Massachusetts were
Welch's sister. Mrs. Myra Keller in :
Owl's Head visitors Sunday.
, ery. Arm & Navy Store. John Bird weekend guests of Mrs. McIntyre's
Belfast.
Austin Simmons of North Appleton
j & Co, Postal Telegraph. Arthur Shea mother. Mrs. Harry Merrill.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Crowell and
has been digging potatoes for J. D. William Robinson of Isle au Haut
plumbing; Perry's Laundry, E. B. , Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Genthner and
son Clyde were in Rockland recently, j
Pease the past two weeks. Mr. Pease were recent visitors in town.
i Spear (groceries), Haskell's Fish,
Mr. and Mrs John Heiser have
reports a very good yield this season.
Market, Fuller-Cobb, Western Union,
Benjamin Carter and Leo Conley
M. E. Wotton & Son. Veazie Hard-| closed their summer home and re
are building the foundation of a new
turned
to
West
Somerville,
Mass.
ware, Gonia's Gift Shop. A. Rekilas.
house for Donald Webb.
OCONY BURNING OIL is pure heat
shoe repair; Lady Knox. Crockett's j Mrs. Arvilla Martin went Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. George Donnelly are
.. . there’s no smoke or smudge.
to
Maynard.
Mass.,
to
visit
her
Baby Shop, Alfreda Perry, Home
home from New York.
It burns evenly ... gives you a uni
Robinson,
<iau
8
hter
'
Mrs
Glenwood
Owett.
Methods Bakery. J. B
Mrs. Bessie Hutchinson has been
formly hot cooking flame. Order a
Friends in town of Mr. and Mrs
= By R F SERVICE
People's Laundry. McLoon Sales,
on Little Deer Isle to care for her
Linwood
T.mberlake.of
Portland
were
supply of Socony Burning Oil today.
] Superior Shell, Little Flower Shop.
••• Virginia Sims is one of the few I elated the deft way in which educaaunt, Mrs. Ora Black, who is ill.
grief stricken to learn of the death of
For prompt delivery....
Huston-Tuttle Book Store. The
left among the glamour girls who tional and adventure matters were
Mrs. Carrie Hutchinson and daugh
their
son
which
occurred
Friday
in
combined
to
make
noteworthy
lis

Courier-Gazette, Little Beauty Shop,
sticks to long hair. She also dister Mis. Emery Cole, have returned
tening for children.
Al's Barber Shop. J. F. Carver, Bos an automobile accident. Mrs. Timberlikes athletic girls
from a visit with relatives in Rock
CALL
lake
is
the
former
Hazel
Hilton
of
•••Edward Everett Horton is re
ton Shoe Store, Jack Green. Stoning
and prefers black
land.
this
place.
ton Furniture Co.. Coebers' Inc.,
gowns. Despite puted to be the busiest actor in Hoi
Mrs. Margaret Anderson who passed
Funeral services for Almon K. Osier
Peter Pan Beauty Shop, Mike Arher femininity, lywood. He has
the summer with her son Gleason
were
held
from
the
residence.
Rev.
Mr.
mata, Burpee's Furniture Store, A.
however, Virginia often worked in
Flye at Northeast Harbor, has arrived
has led a rather two different pic
W Gregory. E. C. Perry. H. H. Crie, Sherwood officiating. Mr. Osier had
home.
been
in
ill
health
for
a
long
period
adventurous life. tures at the same
Daniel's Jewelry Store. Stevenson's
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC.
Catherine Murphy is employed at
She left college to time and has
(Scott's Tea Store), Blackington's but the end came as a severe shock
the
home
of
Mrs.
Bertha
Gerrlsh.
around
make her way in averaged
|Shoe Store. Cutler's, Chisholms (Mc to his friends. He is survived by his
pictures a
Mrs. Florence Stinson celebrated
show business and ten
wife,
Mrs.
Julia
Osier;
a
step-daugh

year
for
the
last
Lain Shoe Store), Central Maine
now gets her first three or four
her 85th birthday anniversary by
ter,
Mrs.
Ethel
Carter;
two
sisters,
i Power Co., Maine Music Store, First
break in the big
passing the day with her sister, Mrs.
Neverthetime on those Sat years.
National Stores, Palmer Jewelry Mrs. Arvilla Martin of this town and
theless he still
John D. Eaton.
urday night Foot finds
Mrs.
Rose
Carter
of
Round
Pond;
time to take
Store. St. Clair & Allen, Perry's
ball Revue pro on a regular
Miss Alyce Blanchard and Miss
and
a
brother
in
New
York.
As
a
kind
radio
Market, Cloverdale Store, Rockland
Virginia Sima grams.
Phyllis
Bailey who teach in the grade
series,
a
weekly
Produce Co.. Parisian Beauty Shoppe. neighbor and friend he will be deeply
schools, have entered upon house
••• That movie contract for Bob microphone stint
missed.
a PrltfMCt •« NATIONAL IISCUIT COMfANY Morse Jewelry Store. W. H. Glover,
Burns which will make him a mil on Smith Ballew's
keeping in one of Herbert Warren’s
lionaire in three years, is being fol Saturday ni g h t Edward Everett
apartments.
Chateau.
Horton
Horton
lowed by a dally newspaper piece for
DEER ISLE
Irville Barter and Miss Dorothy
syndication. This contract, with per began the series
(7436)
sonal appearances, radio, etc., will the week after he returned from
Robinson, both of lisle au (Haut were
Capt.
Burton
Haskell
is
home
from
FIFTY and more C0LORS
bring his bankroll to $400,000 per picture-making ln England.
married at Deer Isle Oct. 8 by Rev.
yachting.
year. That spot on the Thursday
•••"Timid
Husbands'Club.
”
That
’
s
Ralph White.
Mrs. W. S. Greene is in ailing
night Music Hall turned the trick
and varieties of
the name of the new organization
Miss Edith Fitzpatrick was home
health.
for him.
being formed by the famous fat fun
from
Castine Normal School to pass
Mrs.
Prescott
J.
Eaton
spent
a
few
TULIP BULBS
••• Floyd Gibbons ran into Dr. sters, Eddie East and Ralph Dumke,
the weekend.
days this week with relatives in
Alexis Carrel, author of "Man the who are Jieard Tuesdays and Thurs
are offered for your choice in our fresh stock. Every tulip enthusi
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Powers, with
Unknown” and co-inventor with days over CBS at 11:15 a. m., E. S. T.
Bangor.
ast can find his or her favorite tulip in the Single Early—Double
lettei-uruiuty. wiik...
Lindbergh of the mechanical heart, The boys decided to let husbands,
Norma and Kendall Powers, were
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell and Mr.
Early—Triumph—Cottage—Breeder—Parrot or Darwin tulips. And
the other day and an untold story who are afraid to talk back to their
guests
Sunday
of
Airs.
Annie
Rich

and
Mrs.
Lorn
Forsythe
returned
wives,
do
it
over
the
microphone.
—our prices please.
came to light. When Dr. Carrel was
ardson and Miss Abbie Monteith.
Friday from a motor trip to Nova
in the medical corps during the Some fun, eh, mister?
EARLY SELECTIONS ADVISED
World War, one of many he saved
Mrs. Dorothy (Colby) Fifleld and
Scotia.
•••
Shirley
Lloyd
won
out
in
the
from death was War Correspondent
It does not take long for this fine stock to be depleted. Call or
Leo Conley, both of Stonington, were
Mrs. Miller E. Colby. Mrs. Annabelle
race
between
the
blues
singers
for
Floyd Phillips Gibbons. Gibbons is
write for special Bulb Circulars, printed ln colors. It shows Hya
that coveted vocal spot with Ozzie
married Oct. 6 by Rev. H. B. Haskell
Weed and Mrs. Sadie Powers spent
Clever little deckled edge informals—gaily bor
back on the air in the Speedshow.
cinths, Narcissus, all Fall Bulbs.
Nelson's band on the Ripley pro
at the pastor’s home.
Saturday in Ellsworth and Bar
dered . . . indispensable for short letters, infor
•••So that she may reach the grams. Shirley is practically un
Harbor.
FARM. DAIRY .ml POULTRY supplies — SEEDS
mal invitations, ‘‘thank-you’’ notes . , . and
theater in time for the opening known to the country at large but
lias been singing in Chicago night
Miss Kate C. Sylvester is passing
scene of her stage play, Helen Hayes clubs and over the radio there for
delightful for gifts.
the Winter with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
always leaves her . some months,
Boston Mother Tells
L. Sylvester at Edgewood Farm.
broadcast of
rtPERAL .nJ TEMPLE STS.,
PORTLAND MAUVE
•*• All the persons who are heard
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Perry and
“Bambi” each cn Phillips Lord’s new program,
a Secret
daughter Bernice of Owls Head were
Monday at 8:27 „We
the
People,"
Hew
de
yen
keep your children eo nice
recent guests of Mrs. Vida Sylvester.
p. m., E. S. T„ or j Qver' the NBC
end healthy? Thu question pleaees Mre.
100 INFORMALS
Capt. George Torrey, who has been
McKay, who now telle her neighbors:
three minutes be- < blue network
,
,,
I
“I happened to hear about
spending a short time with his family
fore the program
o„* j „ „
100 ENVELOPES
.... sunday
afterhere, has returned to New York.
IsI officially
officia.ly of. Jle 1i noons,
nonne are
OI-A passeo
naccn/i
Mrs. E. Hale Torrey and Miss Alice
air. A police es '! on by a commitcort rushes her to i ;ee of four. This
have returned to Allston. Mass., after
RATES:
Laxative Bound Worm Expeller
the theater, and committee, with
Jingle ’2»-30 JO
spending several weeks at their cot
through a relative —as my little boy
Delivery
Postage
to Your hotel in BOSTON
then rushes her Lord, decides how
was for some time troubled with loss
tage here.
in about
10c
back for the re much time shall
Double
4O
of
appetite,
restlessness
at
night
and
broadcast of the be accorded each
Cyrus Haskell, of the Naval train
ten days
Extra
AIL ROOMS WITH BATH
at
times
was
very
fretful,
I
decided
to
program to the person who re
500 Rooms
ing ship Annapolis, is home on a
Spatial wf<kly rat«l
try Dr, True’s Elixir . . . He began
Pacific Coast.
Helen Hayes
tquitnt with***
quests time on the
to improve immediately and in a very
furlough.
radio to talk to
short time he was well ... I would
••• Jack Benny, whose cigar smok the listening UaauJ.n'wii»«H4R
RADIO
never be without it.” —Mrs. E. G.
Ing is now world famous, solemnly world. Mrs D P
Printed with Name, Address or Monogram on informals in
SERVIDOR
McKay, 429A Saratoga St.. Boston,
GET UP NIGHTS?
declared to his father on his | Underhill Scarssmartly correct lettering styles.
(Maas.).
Mrs. D. P.
TUB’-.SHOWER
twenty-first birthday that he would I dale, N. Y. houseMAKE THIS 25c TEST
Underhill
Signs of Round Worms are: Constipa
White Vellum, Grey Threadloom or Ivory Threadiooin . . ■
never smoke again. His father had j wi(e'j ’[S onj of the
tion, deranged stomach, swollen upper
If Irritated or weak bladder causes get
MANGER
borders in blue, green, red and brown.
given Jack a box of fine cigars and four members of the committee.
ting up nights, frequent desire, scanty
lip, offensive breath, hard and full
flow, burning or backache, drink lots of
the young man had become very
atomach
with
pains,
pale
face,
eyes
At this special low price be sure to buy a supply for future
boiled or distilled water. You know what
sick from smoking too many!
••• Peter Van Steeden, regarded ln
heavy, short dry cough, grinding of the
« NORTH STATION
use and for Christmas gifts.
hard water does to a teakettle Also help
teeth, etc.
radio as having the perfect band for
flush out excess acids, waste and de
•* Mf-h-unyer TRAIN' l.yeize ROOM "
••• “Treasure Adventures of Jack a comedy program, has been renew
posits. with little green Bukets. a bladder
Dr. True’s Elixir laxative round worm
laxative Two of the 8 tlmetested In
Masters." heard Mondays, Wednes ed for the sixth time and is now
expeller — made from imported herbs
gredients are buchu leaves and juniper
days
and
Fridays
over
CBB,
wasn't
batoning
for
Fred
Allen
on
“
Town
. . . mild and pleasant to take . . .
oil. If you are not pleased ln four days,
on the air two weeks before women Hall Tonight," Wednesdays over
for children and adults.
your druggist will refund your 25c.
Charles W Sheldon, Druggist, C. H.
began writing in that they appre- NBC.
Saaaa—tally Dood lor 84 Y«ar»~
Moor & Co,

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

HHi
HH I

“I ALWAYS USE SOCONY
BURNING OIL-c^iffi

S

Right Out Of The Air

260 W

SOCONY BURNING OIL

RYTEX SKETCHIES

Kendall

5

Whitney

Odotei Only!/

I, c v m O i A

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

Dr.lrues Elixir

THE COURIER CAZETTE

4-

n

Page Six

THOMASTON

EMAND THE FUEL
that is Guaranteed to give complete heat
ing satisfaction . . . that possesses the
draft-obedience to provide comfort and
economy and the heating power to keep
your home warm always. Demand . . .
D&H Cone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET,

TEL. 487

AYER’S
There's one article of wearing apparel that every man and bov
has to use from the cradle to the grave—and that's Pants. And wc
have them for you and a plenty, too, in about every kind and pattern.

FOR MEN—
DRESS PANTS, in beautiful patterns, at only
WORK PANTS, from ......................................
DUNGAREE PANTS, at .....................................
HEAVY WOOL PANTS, half wool or all wool
WOOL BRI I ( 111 s
HUNTING PANTS .................................... -.......
C ORDUROY PANTS ..................... ....................

$3.00. $3.50. $5 00
$1.50 to $3.00
.......... $1.00. $1.25
$3.50. $5 03
$3.00. $4.50. $5.09
.................... $5.00
$3.00. $3.50

FOR BOYSSCHOOL KNICKERS, Wool ............. . ....
$1.50, $1.98, $3.00
BOYS’ SHORT PANTS
......... $1.00. $1 50
BOYS' CORDUROY KNICKERS
$1.50. $1.98, $2.59
BOYS' LACED LEG PANTS
$2.00. *2.50. $3.00
BOYS' LONG PANTS. 12 to 18
$2.00, $2.50. S3.00
BOYS' CORDUROY PANTS
S2.0O. S3.00
BOYS OVERALL PANTS ......... ...........
79c. $1.00
Yes, and we are headquarters for Boys' Mackinaws and Jackets.

Caller's Overalls at new low prices.

WILLIS AYER

|

|

Spatial

(iMlij
8 O CLOCK

COFFEE

2

31 =

LBS

CLEAN SWEEP BROOMS =»25<

P&C

SOAP

15=

4

2^45=

CRABMEAT

SALMON

RED

2^.45=

TSANA

PEANUT BUTTER

27c

2

PANCAKE FLOUR BURT'S 2

,

«

25 IB BAG

(phAh&JlVWjQ
~T

39c

NBC CHOCOLATE

Rings
I

19«

pkgs

«<= 19c

NBC SKYFLAKE WAFERS
GRANDMOTHER'S

Sait

u>

bulk

TOMATO

Juice
WHITE HOUSE

Cond. Milk

19c

VbuudA!

2i

CANS

lge

e

2

CANS

25c

can

bb»

* ■

Pint Jars

DOZ 69c

10c

Quart Jars

DOZ 79c

CAN

13c

2-Quart Jars

CAN

19c

ANN PAGE

Apple Sauce
ANN PAGE

Baking Powder
CHOCOLATE FOOD DRINK

Coconog
Fig Bars
Flit

CAN

Tick

CAN
CLEAN. SAFE—REDDY FIRE

Kindler

t>o^45c

IOC

LB

DOES NOT STAIN

INSECTICIDE

$1.09

Jelly Tumblers

CRISPO

Jar Rings

47c

35c

Jar Rings

10c

Certo

PKG

pkq

paktite

GOOD
LUCK

5c
C

i PKGS 4 5C
BOT 27c

FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

I ONIONS
■

48

YELLOW

TOKAY

CONCORD CRAPES
CELERY
SQUASH
CARROTS OR BEETS

AGAIN

AT

1

0

bag

3

X3c

lbs

13c

BASKET

2

15c

bchs

5
2

CBS

BCHS

10<
9<

A&P MEATS ARE INSPECTED BY A U. S
INSPECTOR ONCE AT THEIR SOURCE AND
PORTLAND.
MEAT
PLANT
IN
A & PS

FINEST QUALITY
VEAL LEGS
GENUINE
SPRING
LAME LEGS
BONELESS
HEAVY STEER
CHUCK ROAST
2)1 TO 3 LB AVERAGE
FOWL

MEDIUM

SWIFT S FRESH MADE

SausEse Meat
Lair.b Liver

1 9<

79c

LB BAG

Cl? APES

THIS MEANS
GOVERNMENT

Every-Other-Day
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ba"

i-b

39c
23c

25c
LB 23c
LB 25c

LB

LB

23c

Smelts SIZE 2 LBS 25c
LARGE
PINT 29c
Oysters northern
Smoked Fillets LB 19c

chauffeur. Edgar Libby, will return |
here in a few days.
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Carroll re
turned Saturday from Portland
where for a few days^Ir Carroll at
tended an automobile sehool of
instuction.
Miss Barbara Elliot returned to
poston Monday after spending the
weekend with her parents. Capt. and
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot.
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Matthews, of
Kittery, were overnight guests Satur
day of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Shields
Oliver Collamore. of Boston, was
a weekend and holiday visitor at the
home of his mother. Mrs. Frank Col
lamore. and sister, Miss Alice Colla
more.
Harry Morse, of Portland, spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas
Anzalone.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bowe, of Bel
mont. Mass. were recent guests of
Mrs. Genevieve Fry.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Snow, of
Saugus. Mass Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Jackson and son. Jack, of Jamaica
Plains. Mass., were holiday weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Shields.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Merry and son.
Allan, of Hyde Park. Mass., passed
the weekend with Mr. Merry's mother
Mrs. Herman Merry, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Knights.
Miss Lena Shorey. of Portland, ac
companied by Miss Katherine Moses.
, °f South Berwick, and Miss Madeline
Kingsley also of Portland, were holi
day weekend guests of Miss Shorey's
parents. Mr and Mrs. Charles Shorey.
Members of Grace Chapter. O.E S
have been invited to attend the an
nual inspection of Orient Chapter.
Union tomorrow night. Supper at
6.30.

At the Baptist Church, music Sun
day morning will be the anthem.
"Love Divine. All Love Excelling.”
West, with incidental solos by Miss
Margaret Simmons and Alfred M.
Strout; and hymn anthem. “O
Master, Let Me Walk With Thee,"
by Nevin, with incidental solo by
Mr. Strout.
Williamf-Brasier Post Auxiliary
meets tonight in the Legion Rooms
at 7:30. A large attendance is de
sired as plans will be made for the
annual Armistice Day supper.
The first regular meeting of the
Parent-Teacher Association will be
held next Thursday at the High
School assembly hall at 7:30. The
speaker for the evening will be
Warden Edward P. Johnson, of the
Maine State Prison, who will us? for
his subject. "Child Delinquencies.”
During a social hour refreshments
will be served.
The second is a series ol beano
parties sponsored by the WilliamsBrasier Post Auxiliary, will be held
Friday in the Legion rooms, at 7:30.
A small admission fee will be charged
and a grand prize will be presented
at the close of the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Greig and
Mrs. Clifford Woollard. of Boston,
were weekend holiday guests of Com
missioner and Mrs. Rodney E. Fey
ler.
Mrs Gleason Cogan went Tuesday
to Auburn to spend the remainder of
the week with her mother, Mrs. Leah
Martin.
Members of Mayflower Temple
Pythian Sisters are requested to meet
at the K P. hall Friday at 2 o'clock
to do repair work for the Knights of
Pythias. Supper will be served at 6
o'clock by Mrs. Ada Chadwick. Mrs
Blanche Everett, and Mrs. MaryHenry. Those who have not been
FRIDAY NIGHT
solicited are asked to take sweets.
Mrs. Ralph Wyllie, who has been
visiting Miss Nan Griffin, in Port
land. for ten days, returned Monday
to Oyster River.
Mrs Percy E Demmons and
daughter. Miss Mildred Demmons.
accompanied by Mrs. Albert P Heald.
Miss Helen L. Carr and Miss L.
Blanche Raysor motored Wednes
day to Boston where they will spend
several days.
Mr. and Mrs Weston Young de
lightfully entertained a group of
friends at a coot supper Monday at
their home on Fluker street. Th?
guests Included Mr. and Mrs Edward
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
T. Dornan. Mr. and Mrs. W. B. D.
HUNDERING HOOFS ANL
Gray. Mr. and Mrs. Orvel Williams
and Mrs Oscar H Cric.
BLAZING
Mrs. Ava Simmons, who has been
LETS,
spending a few days with her brother
Dr. Benjamin H. Keller, went to
Searsmont Sunday for several days’
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bry
ant before returning to Oakland.
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith,
who have been visiting their son.
William T. Smith, a student at
Tufts College, and other relatives in
Attleboro. Mass., for the past several
days returned home Tuesday. Miss
Edna Ames, who accompanied them,
was guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. D
Rivers, in Brighton Mass., meantime.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lewis are
receiving congratulations upon the
bin'i Mondry of a son at their home
on Beechwoods street.
Mr. and Mrs. Blain? Thompson
recently cf Oakland are occupying
the upstairs apartment in Mr. and
Mrs. William T. Flint's home on
cc.
Knox street.
Walter Strong has resumed his
studies at Colby College after spend
TODAY
ing the weekend with his parents,
Bank Nite, $1CO
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur P. Strong.
JANE HARWELL
Mrs. Mae Schwab, who has been
n
guest of Miss Ardelle Maxey, for
“STAR FOR A NIGHT’
several days, will return to Quincy.
Massachusetts, today. She will be
accompanied by Miss Jennie Moody,
who has been visiting Mr and Mrs.
Edward P. Ahem and Mrs. Charles
TEL. 409
B Singer meantime and who will be
enroute to New York city where she
will have employment in the home of .
John Edgerton.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Louis A. Hanley resumed his duties
at Perry's market, in Rockland, Mon
day after enjoying a two weeks vaca
tion.
A meeting was held Monday in the
Legion rooms to organize a Boy Scout
troop. Williams-Brasier Post, A. L.,
is sponsoring this movement and at
' this meeting appointed a committee
comprised of Edwin F. Lynch. Carl
Chaples. W.B.D. Gray, Orvel Wil
liams, Oscar H. Crie and Edward T.
Dornan. There is a great deal of
interest being shown and it is be
lieved that an active and large troop
will be formed. The next meeting
will be in the Legion hall Monday at
7:30.
Mr. and Mrs. Errol Buker and son,
Leon returned to Bath Monday after
[ spending the holiday with Mrs. Buk| er's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Sawyer.
Miss Anna Dillingham, who has
been at the Blodgett home during the
summer, went today to Boston where
hurt r LAYING
“WIVES NEVER KNOW"
■ she will spend the winter. She was
with
accompanied by Miss Annie R. New| combe, who has been visiting her CHARLES RUGGLES.
MARY BOLAND
sister, Mrs. Mary Waldo, for several
weeks, and) was returning to her
home in Westboro, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Venner, who
have been at their summer home on
Phone 892
Main street during the past season,
MAT. 2. EVE. 6:30 & 8:30
left Wednesday for Boston where
COST. SOT. 2:00 to 10:30
they will spend the winter. Their

NEW FALL SHOES
FOR WOMEN

NEW FALL SHOES
FOR MEN

End Foot Troubles

Nunn Bush Ankle
Fashioned Oxfords

Queen Quality Shoes
In Suede, Patent, Kid or Calf
Choice of Brown. Black or Blue
AAA to C Widths

NOW!

$6.E0 to $7.50

In Newest Patterns of Dress
Footwear or Rugged Grain
Brogues
A to D

Representative from Dr. Scholl’s Headquarters,
New York will be in cur store SATURDAY, OCT.
17, All Day and Evening.

Enna Jettick Shoes
For Women
Our wide range of sixes and
widths a- -ure yea of correct fit
AAA to D

$7.00 to $8.50
Walk Over Shoes
For Men
Heavy Double Tap Grain Oxfords
or Snappy Dress Shoes
A to E

This representative, direct (rem Dr. Scholl's Headquarters, will
demonstrate to you without obligation, how quickly and inexpen
sively you can ifllevc your particular foot ailment with the proper
Dr Scholl's Foot Comfort Appliance or Remedy.
Assisting thLs special representative will be our own man who is
thoroughly trained to effertively render Dr. Scholl's Foot Comfort
Service. Be sure to attend this demonstration if you have foot
troubles or shoe problems . . . and bring your friends.
»•
Pedo-graph imprints of your stocking feet will be taken with
out charge. You merely step on and oil Dr. Scholl’s Pedo-graph—
leaving an exact print of your foot See how you stand in thc mat
ter of foot health. Get these foot prints.

$5.00 and $6.00

Dressy cr Sporty Shoes
For Women and Girls
New Square ToAs and Heels in
Latest Designs and Patterns
Sue dr. Patent or Kid
Also Combinations of Leathers
AA to C

$3.00 and $4.00

$7.00

Men’s Shoes
of Various Makes
in Grain or Calf Leathers
B to D

$3.50 to $5.00

HASKELL & CORTHELL ~

Wc Specialize In

Correct Shoe Fitting
Our Laige Range of Sizes and
Widths Permits Us To Give
Extra Attention to Feet Hard
To Fit

All Our Men

s

Shoes

That are priced over $3.50 are
Stocked in All Widths
Assuring You of Perfect Fit
Every Pair Carefully Fitted

OUTFITTERS FOR MEN AND WOMEN
CAMDEN, MAINE

• It

In Everybody’* Column * * * * ” * ’ "j"
I Ol\ we*
mALiE,lri
—
exceed three tinea Inserted once for 25 ♦
cents, three times for 50 cente. Addi !<*»**♦**•»*«»* * * ♦
tional line* five cente each for one time
Advertisement* ln this column not to

WEEK END SPECIALS

10 cents for three times.
make a line.

Six words
I

SUGAR,

Confectioner's
or Brown

FLOUR,

Be t O' Luck
24k pound bag

PILLSBURY’S

2 lb pkgs 13c

79c

/

BFST
F LOUR

5 Ib bag 33c

pkg 29c

BISQUICK,
SMOKED SHOULDERS,

lb 21c

LAMB LEGS,

lb 24c

Genuine Spring

: LOST AND FOUND
» I
NUMBER plate. 707A. loat Friday be-’1
tween Rockland and Camden. F. U 1
WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel. 623-W
122-124 «
NOTICE Is hereby Riven °Lth,ehJ°“ °f I
drIJ?f5
In .?' '
cr of said book asks for duplicate in aceordauce with the provisions of the State |
Law SECURITY TRUST CO. Rockland.
Maine ENSION OTIS. Receiver
118-Th-124
NOTICE—The owner of Deposit Book
No 032 Issued by the Rockland Loan i
and Building Association has notified ■
the Association that said Deposit Book
has been lost, and that he requests a
duplicate of the same ROCKLAND LOAN
°

t
<

,

SHOT guns for sale cheap: also Green
Mountain potatoes Artie apples tt
huahel; turnips 60c bushel: squash.
rltrnn 11,c lb Five dollar orders dellvered WILBERT A. MANK, RFD 2.
Waldoboro.
122*124
FURNITURE. Including antique candle
sticks, electric flatirons, electric brooder,
light fixture©. duffel bag. oil barrels.
hose, barber tools. C. W LEE. Meadow
‘ "
123-125
8t. Rockville
SIXTY accredited White Rock Pullets.
4 months old for sale. HAPPY HOPE
FARM. R No 3. Waldoboro.
123*125
HOUSEHOLD
furniture
for
sale.
reasonable price. Must vacant 10 Leland
9*1*i
RECONDITIONED furniture for sale.
Oct. 15, 16. 17. bargains. Riverside Hall.
T J WILLIAMS. Appleton. Me 123*125

POUR *'**» old P1^ for “lc ,3„7.E
ORu-'riN. Union.________________ 123-125
COLUMBIA Vtctrola for sale. A-l
condition. Original price 1125 , 80 high
class records. Included ln sale Price $15.
182 Camden St
124*126
' SIXTY pullets for sale, laving Rhode
f2w Rockland M»‘"c-i Island Reds blue ribbon at Fair ROY
118-Th-124 MILLER. Union
124-196
■ - 'W -------------—
1
NICE pears for sale. Get them without
| delay GEORGE A BREWSTER 43 Rankln street_______________________ 124*lt
BABY carriage, white enamel
J
WANTED
and several other articles for sale, cheap
for cash MRS WILLIAM W BUT LEk.
City Tel 603-M_________________ 124*126
TWO German Police dogt* wanted,
FOCOHONTAS soft coai. 18 50: hard
males, black and tan. Not over 4 months
old. Inoculated against distemper Pedi coal. $15; coke. $11. J B PAUI*SEN.
gree must show hkgh percentage of Tel 84-2._Thomaston___________ 123-tf
Wolf for breeding with my dogs Cosalta
OAK Lumber sawed to order, also Oak
Breed preferred. B. H W ETHERBEE. Piling for sale. ISAAC DORR. Orland.
Thomaston.
122*124 Maine__________________
119-130
MAN. reliable, to become auto and
WINTER and cider apples for sale,
accident claim adjuster in your territory. very
cheap. Call 793-W. alter 4 p. m
Insurance experience unnecessary. No
119-tf
selling Write ASSOCIATED ADJUST ___________
ERS. Box 564A. Milwaukee. Wise 124*lt
ONE new 31 ft.. 8’2 beam trumc cabin
WOMAN for general housework wanted pleasure or fishing Boat for sale. No
I motor Price $600 Half down, balance
1 Apply MRS WILSON. 48 Talbot Ave
123*125 quarterly payments C. A WINCHEN.
_____ _________________ __ ___ pACH A SONS. Waldoboro. Me 116*127
RAWLEIGH famous everyday house- —~----------------------------------------I hold
necessities ln Increasing demand 1 lptANKLIN stove for sale, like new.
Cash ln on this opportunity supplying ' on»y slightly used Price right. Also 2
consumers. No matter what you have cottages on Geodes River. ALFRED
done ln the past here is your chance. I HOCKING, Tel. 17, Tenants Harbor
Should start earning $25 weekly; ln- J
117-tf
M^J Tl
'“HIGHEST quality gas. State of Maine.
MK2_!3JLE
N. Y.
124-lt wholesale, retail; tires bargain prices.
PRESSER wanted. experienced on I CONTINENTAL
DISTRIBUTORS.
265
mackinaws and pants. Apply J B (Main St. City.
118-tf
PEARSON A CO Thomaston. 122-1241 —6<x>D hard wood vinegar and pork
MIDDLE-aged woman wanted to keep b barrels for sale. PERRY S coal wharf,
house lor man and 2 email children.
114-tf
LUCY SAWYER. West Weadow. Cltv.
I '' marnnv ________ 3------- ;—■
122*124
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
I i MANUFACTURING CO
118-tf
POSITION wanted, as allround cook
HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and ( SMALL pigs for sale »3 up F A
KIMBALL.
397
Old
County
Rd
Tel
Willow Sts . Rockland.
87-tf
321-W118-tf
RELIABLE person to drive car south
plai
wanted, pay own expenses Write B D E
Care of Courier-Oazette_________ 124-126 ’ let for the season Phone us. Rockland
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
MIDDLE-aged housekeeper wanted ln | _____________________ __ __________ 118-tf
widower's home Older children assist
with work Plain cooking. 6 Water 8t 1 ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
Thomastom_________
124*126 j under cover, also lumber. T. J. CARRQLL, Tel. 263-21, Rockland.
118-tf
TRUCK load wanted on return trip ’
iiVkx.i
vxz U
<aa.Bvea rwvavv.
w.vaa.aa ten
vx7*a r . THIRTY foot Cabin Cruiser for Sal©
from wowx/aa
Boston to
Bangor
route, within
days ELMER KALLIO Tenant s Harbor , fully equipped, call FLY’S GARAGE.
124-126 i
118-tf

j

<$>CioverFarm Stores©PINE TREE DIVISION

of this communnty. has bought a
home in Friendship
Rodney Simmons is on a hunting
Mr. and Mrs. Everett McLellan of
trip in Northern Maine.
Thomaston recently made a brief
Mrs. Katherine Hocking has re visit with relatives here.
turned home after spending a few
Miss Elsie Johnson is attending
days here.
John 'Morris is employed in build Providence Bible Institute.

GLENMERE

ing a chimney for Mr Merrill.
Lewis Taylor is assisting Herbert
Pierson in the construction of a cot
tage for Mr Maxey
Matt Anderson, a former resident

Rain is much needed in this locality
as many wells are still dry. Old Man
Winter made *a call here Mondaynight and froze ice a quarter inch
thick.

GLENDENNING'S MARKET
993

Telephone

Deliver

LEAN SHORT SHANK—4 to 6 lb. average

lb 23c

FRESH SHOULDERS,
FRESH KILLED

NATIVE FOWL,

lb 29c

HI RE PORK

SAUSAGE, link,

Ib 29c

LEAN FANCY CUT

CHUCK ROAST,

lb 14c

SHORT SHANK

SMOKED SHOULDERS,

Ib 22c

LEAN TENDER

POT ROAST,

Ib 19c

FRESH GROUND

JUICY CALIFORNIA

Hamburg, 2 lbs 33c Oranges,
TENDER

Cube Steak, lb 23c Grapes,

Bacon,

doz 29c

TOKAY

SWIFT’S CLOVER

3 lbs 25c

SWEET

lb 33c Potatoes, 10 fbs 25c

SLICED

LEAN SALT

Pig’s Liver, 2 lbs 29c Pork Ends, 2 .os 29c
TENDER

TENDER

Sirloin Steak, lb 35c Top Round Steak 29c

ONIONS,

10 lb bag 19c

COUNTRY

ROLL BUTTER,
SODA

MISCELLANEOUS

lb 39c
BONELESS

Crackers 2 lb box 19c Salt Fish, 2 lbs 25c

« R

TO LET

I
4

-«

THREE furnished rooms to let. all
RUSH ln your cider apples thia month.
25 cents a hundred Grind dally SIMON- modern. MRS. MINNIE MILES. 31
1222-124
TOK____________________________ 123-125 •Ocean St.
CASH for your old car. any make and
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic
condition. Call or write North End street to let, lights, flush MRS W S
Wrecking Co. 158 Camden St Tel KENNISTON. 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W
758-M after 6 p in
124*126
YOUR Future Prospects. Helpful Spiri
FURNISHED apartment, 3 rooms. 2nd
tual Reading 16 questlona answered. floor.
Bath, lights, oil heat, pantryPrompt reply. G. A. A. JONES. Bluehlll garage
If desired Fine condition Suit
Falls. Maine.
123*125 able for Couple Available Oct. 20 C A.
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Book- EMERY, Tel 436-M
124-tf
land Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders
SEVERAL
small
tenements
to
let
C.
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
H8-M M BLAKE Wallpaper store. Tel. 1061

j

REAL ESTATE

•

PLACE on Old County road. Rockland
for sale. Seven room house, with bath
at-I
room. electric lights, (mnw
furnace. Bam
Barn attached. suitable for garage or for keep
ing cow and hens Three acres land, part
tilled for gardens Large raspberry patch,
several fruit trees. Price reasonable.
Communicate with Box 126. Rockport.
Maine.
120*125

Legal Notices

HEATED room to let, upstairs. 25 Oak
Street
_______________________ 123*125
FURNISHED apartment to let: three
rooms with modern Improvements, 19
Willow St.
123*125

trailer lor sale or to let. suit..HOUSE
.
able for going south. 138 Camden street.
Tel 1214-M.
122-tf
THREE light housekeeping rooms to
let. at 17 Crescent street Hot and cold
water, use of bath Adults only. 122*124
TKREE-room
furnished
apartment
with bath at 29 Franklin St Apply on
premises
____
122-tf
SEVEN-room house to let. lights, toilet,
large garage, all In good shape; also
tenement of 4-rooms and bath In my
home, garage, vacant last of month. L.
W. BENNER. 88 North Main St 122*124
TWO 4-room tenements to let at 38
Mechanic St. suitable for one family If
desired. Lights, flush MRS W S KEN
NISTON. 176 Main St.. Tel. 874-W 119-tf
LIGHT housekeeping rooms to let.
furnished and heated. Tel. 733-M, 34
Fulton St.
119*124
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. four
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W
__ _______________________________ 118-tf
PARK Street Grill to let. completely
furnished. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or
330.
115-tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
modern, at 48 Grace St Tel. 133.
114-tf
APARTMENT to iet at corner of
Union and Grove Sts. Verv reasonable.
MRS. LEOLA ROSE, 100 Union St. 118-tf
THIRTY-EIGHT foot cabin Cruiser for
hire at anytime for sailing or fishing,
call FLYE'S GARAGE.
118-tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. ail
modern. Apply nt CAMDEN & ROCK
LAND WATER CO.. Tel 634
118-tf

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas Alexander B Browne and
Edna T Browne, both of Rockland.
County of Knox and State of Maine, by
their mortgage deed dated June 11th.
1931. and recorded ln Knox County
Registry of Deeds. Book 190. page 267.
conveyed to Anna H. Swimm of Win
throp. County of Suffolk and Common
wealth of Massachusetts, the following
real estate, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land, with
thc building* thereon, situated ln said
Rockland, and bounded and described
as follows, viz: Beginning on Linden
Street at the northeast corner of the
Flye lot; thence south by said lot 70
feet to land of Kittredge; thence easter
ly by said Kittredge's land 70 feet to
land of J. C. and M E. Ingraham:
thence northerly by said Ingraham's
land 70 feet to said Linden Street:
thence westerly by said Linden Street. 70
feet to the first mentioned bound. Be
ing the same premises conveyed to said
Alexander B. Browne and Edna T. Browne
by LaForest E Hall, et al, Iby deed dated
June 11th. 1931.
And whereas thc condition of said
mortgage has been broken:
Now. therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof. I, thc ®_______________
said Anna H. Swimm. claim foreclosure
of said mortgage.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand this thirtieth day ot
September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and thlrty-slx. •
ANNA H. SWIMM L.

READ THE ADS

HS-Th-124

_

Every-Other-Day
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Thomaston

a

Man To

Wed

Former Camden Girl In

Providence Friday Night

a genuine

At Owl s Head, over the weekend
Miss Louise Dolliver had as a guest l
her former Normal School room- j
mate, Miss Virginia Clark of Cape
Elizabeth.
—
Mrs. Almon P. Richardson and son
Clarence Upham were guests in [
Waterville Monday of Mr. and Mrs I
Lowell Stuart.

that is

SCOTCH GRAIN

shoe

REALLY COMFORTABLE

Miss Ruth Ainslee Tiffany, daugh
ter of Nathaniel Tiffany of Provi
dence, and Richard Whitney Feyler,
son of Commissioner and Mrs. Rod
ney E. Feyler of Tnomaston will be
married in a home wedding at the
Tiffany residence in Lakewood a
suburb of Providence, Friday eve
ning. This ceremony, taking place
on the 27th anniversary of Commis
sioner and Mrs. Feyler's marriage,
will be a simple affair with only close
friends and relatives of the' couple at

Mr. and Mrs. Herman R. Wlnchenbaugh announce the engagement Of
Albert T. Grant has resumed his
their youngest daughter Eleanor to
duties as janitor at the Federal
Roland J. Paquin of Augusta, for
building.
merly of Thomaston. The wedding
will be an event of the near future.
tending.
A special despatch from Washing
ton, D. C„ to the Press Herald says:
Miss Barbara Feyler, a student at
The Festival of Music, sponsored by "Wise babies who were to be bom in
Simmons' College, and a sister of the
the Maine Federation nf Music Clubs, Maine will choose Knox County to
groom will act as maid of honor while
and directed by the Richmond Glee be bom in. The infant mortality in
Richard Tiffany, brother of the'
Club, with Mrs. .Cora Pierce Rich Knox County in 1935 was only 24.6
When you can take a shoe of heavy Scotch Grain leather and bend
bride will adt as best man. The
it double with very little effort, that's something! In Scotch Grain,
mond as choral chairman, opens at per 1,000 of live births, while in
single ring ceremony will be used.
or
any
other
leather
you
prefer,
here
is
a
revolutionary
new
con

Sanford today and continues through Aroostook County the rate rose to
A reception will follow and the
struction that does away with “breaking in" shoes. They feel like
Friday. There will be a complimen 94.4. These figures were revealed to
an old pair of slippers the first day ... let us demonstrate.
couple will take a short honeymoon i
tary coffee for guest artists, Friday day by the U. S. Bureau of the
trip through the White Mountains.
morning, and a Portland district Census after a study of vital statistics
They will reside in Thomaston ex- I
meeting under the direction of Miss in Maine."
pecting to arrive at home the latter '
Louise Armstrong, the grand concert
part of next week.
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD FOOTWEAR
taking place Friday evening. Course
Toot! Toot! This is steamboat
Miss Tiffany, a former resident of
432 Main STREET
Mail Orders Solicited
ROCKLAND, ME.
tickets for concerts and contests are night at the First Baptist Church,
Camden and Owls Head is a gradu
priced at $1 singles, for grand con where the Baptist Men s League is
ate of Warwick, R. I., High School
cert 75 cents, others at 50 cents and holding its first meeting of the
and has been employed at a depart
SMALLEY-MELTZER
the contests alone 25 cents.
CURRIER-MORSE
season.
ment store for several years. Mr.
______
*
Feyler is a graduate of Thomaston
Mrs. Minnie Shean and Miss Edna
Tire residence of Rabbi Lobel of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Simmons of
Daughter of a Former Rock High School where he was very
Walker of Patten, were weekend and Everett, Mass., spent the weekend Alexandria, Virginia, was the scene
prominent in athletics and attended
land Man Is Bride At Bril the University of Maine. He is now
holiday guests of their cousin, Mrs. and holiday with Mr. and Mrs. J. C. of a very attractive informal wedding
Saturday night, Oct. 10. when Miss
E W. Berry, Broad street.
Ingraham at The Meadows.
engaged in the fish business with his
liant Portland Wedding
Sara Meltzer. daughter of Mr and
father.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Henry left
Gordon Flint of Bryant-Stratton Mrs. Solomon Meltzer of Auburn, be
The popular couple have the best
An
attractive
autumn
wedding
was
Wednesday for Boston, having been School, Boston, spent the weekend came the bride of Samuel S. Smalley,
wishes
of a wide circle of friends.
solemnized at high noon Saturday in
guests of Thomaston relatives and
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Smalley
Commissioner and Mrs. Feyler and
St. Luke's Cathedral when Miss Nor
Mrs. Catherine Donohue of this city.
of Rockland.
several close friends of the family
M. Flint.
ma Virginia Morse, the daughter of from Thomaston will attend the
The
bride
was
very
becomingly
at

Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Rokes were
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence of tired in a rust colored dress with Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Morse of ceremony.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Rotfeport went yesterday to then- matching accessories, and wore a Oakdale street, became the bride of
Collemer at Camden
winter residence in Cocoanut Grove. corsage of white roses. Her maid
AKDERSON-WILLHELM
Gilford Tilden Currier, Jr., of New
of honor was dressed in bottle green
Mr and Mrs. Frank Hallowell were Fla.
ton, Mass. White chrysanthemums
and wore a corsage of Talisman
among those attending tthe annual
Friends in this vicinity will be in
The ladies of the Universalist Circle roses
and candles decorated the church for
inspection of Lake View Chapter,
terested to hear of the marriage at
will serve supper at the vestry next
Mrs. Smalley attended Lasell Semi the ceremony, white snapdragons and j White Plains. N. Y, Oct. 11 of Gilbert
O.ES. in Jefferson.
Everyone has a chance fo win in this easy contest. $14,000.00
Wednesday with Mrs. E. W. Berry es nary in Auburndale, Mass., and is a palms being used at the altar, while
Anderson, son of Capt. and Mrs. Ana week in prizes will be given away by RCA Victor. Come
TH.E. Club met Monday night for chairman. The assisting committee graduate of the University of Maine vases of yellow chrysanthemums ( dels Anderson of this city and Miss
in—we will be happy to demonstrate Magic Voice and ex
cards at the home of Mrs. Walter comprises, Mrs. J. Fred Knight. Mrs. class of 1935. Mr. Smalley graduated formed the decorative note at the Marion Willhelm. daughter of Mr.
plain it to you—there is no obligation of any kind.
Portland
Country
Club,
where
the
R.
L.
Jones,
Mrs.
Glady,'.
Heistad,
Mrs.
from Rockland High School in 1927,
Ladd.
and Mrs. Charles Willhelm of White
Abbie Campbell. Mrs Ernest Camp where he played an active part in the reception was held.
Model 9K2
Escorted to the altar by her father, Plains.
Mrs. John Chisholm and Mrs. bell, Mrs. William T. Cobb, Mrs. extra-curricular activities of his class
The ceremony was performed Sun
Eileen Doherty are spending the week George St. Clair. Mrs. L. A. Walker, and school. He is now employed as the bride was attractively gowned tn
day at 2.30 p. m. in the Lutheran
Miss Ellen Cochran Miss Hope Manager of the Western Union office white satin with a tulle veil held at
in Boston.
the coiffure with a coronet of white Church by the pastor, Rev. A. W
Greenhalgh. Miss Josephine Thorn in Alexandria, Virginia.
Strable. before a large assembly of
Christopher Roberts and daughter dike, Mrs. Adelaide Butman, Mrs. H
The young couple were attended by satin. Her bouquet was of gardenias, friends and guests. The bride, beau- ■
recently visited his mother, Mrs. E. Comins. Mrs. Henrietta Cottrell. Miss Annette Segal of Washington white roses, and lilies of the valley.
The maid of honor, Miss Betty tifully gowned in white, was attend Faustina Roberts, at Vinalhaven.
Mrs. E. A. Fish and Mrs. Elizabeth D. C., formerly of Rockland, and
Eastman
of Portland and Boston, ed by her sister, Mrs. Lillian Dowdall
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Flanders.
TEL. 980
313-325 MAIN STREET,
Allen Kay of Chevy Chase, D. C.
Mr and Mrs. R. E.. Philbrick are
wore a gown of Dubonnet slipper as Maid of Honor with Miss Dorothy
The bride's gift to the maid of honor
McGoniejtl and Mrs. Jean Seeley,
on a motor trip to New York and
Mrs. Lloyd Jameson entertained was a gold compact and the groom's satin fashioned on simple lines with
bridesmaids. The groomsman was
Philadelphia.
a
peplum
effect,
with
which
she
wore
D. and F Club Monday evening, Mrs gift to the best man was a gold
a military effect hat of the same Edward Dowdall. The ushers, Har
Raymond Cross, Mrs. Herbert Kal cigarette case.
' tertained friends from Dedham ant’. quarterly meeting of thc Lincoln
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard was hostess to
material. She carried shell pink old Willhelm and Ernest Spangle;'. Springvale, John Anderson and
loch and Mrs. Lewis Coliart winning
Mr. and Mrs. Smalley are very
, Reading, Mass., over the weekend Baptist Association last Friday in
Thimble Club Monday evening for
Mr. Anderson attended Rockland Robert Anderson from Rockland.
roses.
The
bridesmaids
wore
gowns
bridge honors.
popular with the younger set and are
1
sewing. Lunch was served.
High
School
and
is
employed
by
of deep turquoise blue, fashioned like
West Rockport.
The couple were recipients of many and holiday.
starting out with the best wishes of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Smith of
Landscape
Foresters.
Ltd.
of
New
the
maid
of
honor's
and
matching
Everett Torrey has rented rooms
nice
presents. The best wishes nf
William J. Coakley, who has had a
Employes of the Rockland Whole
their host of friends. After a short hats of the same type, and their York. Mrs. Anderson is a graduate
many friends will follow them to their West Somerville. Mass., were week in the basement of John Reid's house.
long sick spell, is able to be out again.
sale Grocery Company had a delight
honeymoon trip, they will be at home bouquets were of American beauty of Scarsdale High School and a mem
end guests of her mother, Mrs. Emma
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Wiley have
new home.
ful outing at Martin's Point Monday
1 Torrey.
Mrs. J. Lester Sherman was hostess at 31 Washington Avenue, Alexandria, roses.
ber of the office force of the Win
rented the St. Clair house, and. with
night as guests of Mrs. Ronald Lord to the Contract Club Tuesday after Virginia.
In the bridesmaid's group were the chester Lighting Co. After a short
Miss Ruth Barter has been in Bos- their two children moved there re
and Mrs. Raymond Watts. Picnic noon at her home on Beech street.
TENANT'S HARBOR
Misses Virginia and Anne Percy, wedding trip the couple will reside at
i ton on business. Her wayside cafe cently.
supper was served but nobody had
Miss Rose Flanagan, Miss Margaret Frances Scribner and Marjorie Bart White Plains. Among the man)’
does not close until Nov. 1st.
an appetite because there was beano
A family gathering was held at the , Dunton and Miss Catherine Chisholm lett. Eleanor Walls, the daughter of j guests present were Miss Julia An
Miss Margaret Marriott is training
Miss Edith Price and Miss Kalhryn
in the offing. Mrs Robie Jackson home of Mrs. Cliff rrd Dennison, were home from Gorham Normal Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Walls of derson of Philadelphia. Miss Louise for a nurse at the Central Mains
Dolan have closed their cottage and \ 'BuyAHome
carried off the honors.
Thomaston, Sunday in honor of the School for a weekend visit.
Sylvansite. a cousin of the bride, was Anderson of New York, Miss Ma General Hospital in Lewiston.
1 returned to New York for the winter. Afteadthc cuginro
birthday anniversary of Mrs Fred
flower girl, wearing a frock of the rion Anderson from Nasson College, 1 Mr. aifd Mrs. Edwin S. Wheeler en- 1 Several from here attended the I
Mrs. Charles W'hitmore is in Fernald. Mr. and Mrs. Fscd Jordan , Clarence E. Rollins has returned
shell pink tones and she carried
Philadelphia, where Mr. Whitmore's and family of thi3 ci‘y were among from Maine General Hospital, Port sweetheart roses and forget-me-nots.
ship is ln port for a few days.
land, and is under the care of a
the guests.
Charles Richardson of Paterson.
trained nurse at his home on Broad N. J., attended Mr. Currier as best
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry
Members of Chummy Club were way.
man and acting as ushers were Milspent Wednesday in Portland, with a entertained at supper and cards
ton King Osborne of Boston, Ken
side trip to Topsham Fair.
Tuesday evening by Mrs. Velma
Earle Conant of Burlington, Vt., neth Stuart Walls of Medford, Mass.,
Marsh. High scores went to Mrs. was in the city yesterday tc attend Robert Courtenay Mattox of Boston,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jarvis of
Ethel Gonia and Mrs Riali Knight the funeral of Col. Fernando S. Phil Donald Bishoff of Newton, Mass.,
rooklyn. N Y„ summer residents of
brick.
Robert McDowell of Dover, Mass.,
ound Pond, were welcome vteitQifc
At a recent meeting of the Mooevik
and Richmond Field Bancroft of
uesday at The Courier-Gazette,
Club. Mrs. Catherine St. Clair was
Newton Center. Mass.
rs. Jarvis, the former Emily Barelected Christmas Seal chairman, the
Dean Howard D. Perkins of St.
itt of Rockland, was engaged in
club again directing this worthy cause
Lukes Cathedral performed the
lat pleasant business of renewing
for Rockland.
single ring ceremony and the wed
d acquaintance.
ding music was played by Alfred
Mrs. Stanley C. Boynton and chil
Brinkler.
John G. Robbins came from Wash- dren Barbara Ann and John H. Boyn
At the reception, the bride, bride
igton, D. C„ to attend the funeral ton, and maid, Miss Delphy Light,
groom, and her attendants, were as
' Mrs. Emma Robbins.
leave tomorrow for Miami, where Mr.
sisted, in receiving by Mr. and Mrs.
Any Dress of $2.00 cr Over
Bcynton is now in the employ of the
Morse, parents of the bride, and
Mrs. L. B Gilchrest of Thomaston
Pan-American Airways. The family
mother
of
the
bridegroom.
Mrs.
Gil

is registered at Hotel New Weston
will reside at Coconut Grove. 1904.
ford Tilden Currier. Sr., Mrs. Morse
New York this week.
S. W., 17th avenue. Mr. and Mrs. J.
FROM 10.00 TO 11.00 A. M.
wore a gown of royal blue crepe com
bined with lace with black hat trim
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Work were H. Boynton were guests of their
med in the same tones as the gown.
honor guests Tuesday evening at a ■daughter-in-law over the weekend.
Mrs. Currier was gowned in purple
party at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Marshall re
crepe with which she wore a purple
Carleton E. Morse, Broad street by
velvet hat. Both wore corsages of
the officers aind substitutes of Golden turned to Rangeley yesterday after a
FROM 11 TO 12 A. M.
gardenias, Mrs. Philip Fox presided i
Rod Chapter, O.E.S The program brief visit to Mr. Marshall's former
over the guest book.
included games and social chat with home in this city. Earle was one of
Mr. Currier and his bride will sail,
gifts to the honor guests who leave Rockland's best High School athletes.
Wednesday from New York City on j
Saturday to make their home in The years are using him kindly, and
FROM 12.00 TO 1.00 P. M.
a cruise to Bermuda, the bride trav-,
Portland, an Eastern Star ring to yesterday he looked as though he
could slide to second with the ease
eling in a gown of green wool and
Mrs. Work and a cigarette case to
which he displayed in youth.
green coat with lynx trimmings, her
Mr. Work. Among the guests were
accessories being of black. On their
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stevens, Mr. and
Jane Pickens
82.00 Value
return
they will make their home at
Mrs. Milton M. Griffin, Mr. and Mrs.
FROM 1.00 TO 2.00 P. M.
1699 Cambridge street, 'Cambridge,
Alfred Church, Mr. and Mrs. George
IRST lady of the new “Saturday
FROM 2.00 TO 3.00 P. M.
Mass.
Night Party” radio series, as well
Gay, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Borgerson
as of the Ziegfeld Follies, is glamor The bride was graduated from
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Winchenbaugh
ous Jane Pickens. Her new program, Westbrook Seminary, the Emerson
Mrs. Nellie McKay, Mr. and Mrs.
which also stars Walter O'Keefe, College of Oratory and the Katharine
Carleton E Morse, Mrs. Vivian Kim 491 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Ferde Grofe. Stuart Churchill and
In Beautiful Patterns
Opposite Baptist Church
Walter Cassel, is heard every Satur Gibbs Secretarial School.
ball, Mrs. Gertrude Boody. Mrs. Net
day from 8 to 9 P M (EST.) over
Mr. Currier is a graduate of the
tie Bird Frost. Mrs. Clara Curtis, Miss
the NBC red network.
3!a to 4’4 yards
Newton Country Day School and was
Many new and lovely things, suit
Katherine Veazie. Mrs. C. Earle Lud
FROM 3.00 TO 4.00 P. M.
FROM 4.00 P. M. UNTIL CLOSING
a member of the class of 1932 at Har
FROM 4.00 P. M. UNTIL CLOSING
able
for
gifts
or
favors
—
Book-ends,
wick, Mrs. George B. Orcutt,, Mrs.
vard University, Tie is engaged in
Vases, Flower Bowls, Ivy Bowls.
GLEN COVE
Parker Worrey, Emily Williams of
Bags, Pictures, Mirrors, Persian
business in Boston.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Prints, to brighten up the home.
DUE TO THE LARGE RESPONSE WE HAVE DECIDED TO CONTINUE THE HOURLY SALES UNTIL
—Portland Sunday Telegram of
Mrs. Rose Barrows is rearranging
Many lland-craft articles, Rugs.
SATURDAY NIGHT!
the location of certain of the Sea Oct. 11.
Chair Mats, Crocheted Bags with
hand carved tops, etc., made by View Cabins Fred M. Blackington be
local women.
ness College in Boston, passed Co
ing employed as workman.
THE WHAT-NOT SHOP
lumbus Day at his home here.
Dr.
Granville
Shibles
and
family
of
IS A FRIENDLY SPOT
Maurice Gregory and daughter,
Westbrook were callers Sunday on
Come in and See What We Have
Betty, of Lancaster, Mass., were week
relatives in Rockport.
to Offer

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

listen to Radio’s
Greatest Achievement
And Win A Worthwhile
PRIZE! ....

Stonington Furniture Company

FULLER=COBB, INC.

Hourly Sales Continue
with Added Specials

Ladies’ AU Wool Skirts, 75c
Pillow Cases,
10c

Men’s Ties, 50c value, 15c
Men’s Belter Fancy Hose,
7^c

Men’s Winter Unionsuits 50c

Ladies’ Silk Blouses,

WHAT-NOT
GIFT SHOP

“

F

95c

Ladies’Dresses

Ladies’ Knit Suits

$1.00 off
$2.65

Men’s Wool Crew Neck
Sweaters, $1.00
Men’s All Wool Slip-On
Sweaters, $1.39
Men’s Better Shirts,
85c
Three for $2.50

8c
Better Quality Broadcloth,

Curtain Goods,
yd 06c
Plaid Blankets,
38c
Candlewick Spreads, 1.10

FULLER=COBB, INC.

Robert Gregory of Burdett Busi- end guests of Mrs. Alice Gregory.

Ladies’ AU Wool Suits
and Coats, $3.80
Ladies’ Better Taffeta
Slips, 39c

Turkish Towels,

yard 11c

ILVER GERMICIDE,

Ladies’ Rayon Panties and
Bloomers, 20c
Ladies’ Rayon Hose,
14c
Ladies’ Cotton Dresses, 25c
25c
Ladies’ Blouses,

Full Size Sheets, 81x90, 59c
Silk Patterns,
1.48

RocRland

Every-Other-Day
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IDOINGS AT BAYSIDE

CASTINE NORMAL
Where Past Summer Will Go

Down In H^tory As

KEEP HIM WELL THIS WINTER

Federal Agencies Mobilized For New Deal

(By Ermo Scott)

The

Campaign

Shingle Season"

Principal Hall. Matron Emma Mc
Cullough. Miss Elizabeth Sanborn
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The elaborate machinery of the writers. Finally, he pays for the
The season just closing at Bayside, I and Miss Gladys Milliken attended
United States Government now is free distribution, through the Post
better known among the older resi the fall meeting of the Penobscot
Office Department, of tons of litera
BY EDDIE CASEY
dents of Rockland as Northport County Teachers Association on Fri
functioning as a gigantic and uni
ture every week.
Campground, will probably go down day. Enroute, they visited Alfred
fied political organism. Its first ob
Even the older agencies of govern
Connor
'35
in
his
school
at
North
(Editor’s Note: Every week In this paper Eddie Casey, one of Amer
to posterity as the famous Shingle
jective is the perpetuation of the ment have been mobilized in this
Season
| Bucksport.
ica's greatest football players of all time and former coach of
New Deal. All the bureaucrats are campaign effort. The Department of
Harvard, will discuss the ten best games for the coming week-end.
Ever since the middle of May this
Robert Corthell had as guests Sun- j
Follow Casey’s predictions and be ahead of the crowd In football
striving milltantly to extend their , Agriculture times its programs to the
year the birches and the oaks on the J
knowledge.)
day his father and mother. Mr. and
tenure for four more years. They are necessities of the campaign. The
highways and byways of this popular
Mrs. Napoleon B. Corthell "99 of
. truly alarmed by the progress of the Interior Department starts its law
old summer resort have shivered to |
'T’HIS Is the “make or break” week In football—the point in tbe season i Republican campaign.
Saugus. Mass., and Mrs. Edna M
suits with an eye to the campaign.
the impact of scores of busy ham
1 when the true merit ot tbe teams will be judged at trial by combat.
Call of Richmond.
This country never has seen such a Even the Senate Committee investtimers. and the song of the saw has
• • • »
Tbe set-up games are over, for the most part, and the competition is
campaign
expenditures
mobilization of the Federal esiablish- gating
been heard in the land.
keen all along tbe line—and ail along tbe backfield, too.
Because of a demand from the
'
ment
for
the
purposes
of
a
political
formulates
its
day
to
day
program
Not is this all. The sagging tim male members of the student body, '
Tbe first flush ol success that has come to tbe large teams In their
- to the needs of the New Deal cam
campaign.
bers of many a summer cottage Mrs. Ethel Wardwell will conduct a
encounters with tbe little fellows has given them dreams ot undefeated
The Post Office Department is paign.
seasons. This Saturday wlll see many rude awaaeniogs. Bright hopes
around the old Auditorium Square boys glee club again this season. The
The Treasury times its budget an
handling Democratic literature in
will turn to bitter disappointment. In other cases, conquests will back
have been rudely boosted back into a project had previously been discarded
up confidence, and tbe elevens will go on to new laurels.
nouncements to the budgetary utter
[
bundles
—
all
at
the
taxpayer's
exsemblance of the level they boasted for the present because of the small
But those who get by tbts week can be counted as dangerous for tbe
ances of the President. The Treasury
j pense.
some 50 years ago, and now look more number of boys attending school.
rest ot the season, regardless ot temporary set backs.
keeps
its books and frames its public
The
Resettlement
Administration
like cottages and less like bams, than
. . . .
•
The Big Three meet three big testa, Princeton wlll be faced by a
balance sheets In a way which will
is
making
feature
length
motion
formerly.
Addressing the Belfast BP.W.
Quaker team ot revengeful seniors. Harvard and Yaie go Into battle with
! pictures for free exhibition—all at be most helpful in defense of the
Army and Navy, respectively, making this a crucial week end for New
It all started when the auditorium Club on Tuesday evening on "Cur
reckless squandering of the New Deal.
! the taxpayer's expense.
England's
bopes.
There
are
many
other
great
games,
too,
but
the
ten
was tom down last fall and a glimpse rent Issues in Education." Viceorget cold, chills and discomfort.
j From coast to coast an army of
The American people do not pay
of the bay obtained that no one liv Principal Ermo Scott received a warm I most worth watching this Saturday, Oct. 17, are these:
Have a snug, warm home with the
more than 5.000 paid propagandists their public servants to' perform as
ing round the square had ever seen reception from friends and former
HARVARD ARMY: Tbe caissons, from week to week, but I still
Airtemp perfected Oil Burner. You can
political
trained
seals
for
the
Presi

work
from
morning
until
night
before. This vista through the trees, acquaintances. About 40 members
I'm afraid, will go rolling along.
think that Syracuse will land on
count on an Airtemp. It's dependable
! eulogizing the President, his Brain dent.
Y ALE-NAVY: This looks like a top.
down past the bushes on the bank and guests attended the function, j
—engineered to Chrysler standards.
The American people will not toler
j Trust and all the works of the New
big year at New Haven. 1 cant
HOLY CROSS • MANHATTAN:
and over the blue waters of the bay, Mr. and Mrs. Scott were supper
ate this political corruption of the
Join
the
Navy
on
this
game.
It’s quickly installed and gives you
Deal.
This.
too.
is
all
done
at
the
It
was
a
13
to
13
tie
for
undefeated
roused cottage owners in the vicini guests of Rev. and Mrs. Nelson CanPRINCETON PENNSYLVAN1A: Holy Cross last year. This time tbe
machinery
of
their
government.
expense
of
the
taxpayer.
The
taxevery
bit of heat from every gallon of
ty from contemplation of the glories field.
Toss a coin. Heads tor Princeton, Crusaders should get that extra
The Government is established and
' payer not only maintains this army
fuel oil you use. Enjoy the comfort
* • • •
of the past and made them see the
tails for Penn. My com comes up point that means victory.
of paid propagandists but lie also maintained for all the people. It is
and healthfulness of reliable automat
To raise money for assisting in
possibilities of the future. Hence the
beads.
BOWDOIN WILLIAMS: One of
■ pays their fabulous printing bills. He now operated as a branch of the
ic heat this winter. Don’t delay. See airtemp on. burner • ummmmj
OHIO STATE • NORTHWEST the Deal small college games In
Shingle Bee and the Painting renovating the dormitory reception
buys their paper and ink and type Democratic National Committee
ERN: No stopping tbe Doys from New England. It will be close, but
rooms, the student body voted to care
yOUr nearest Airtemp dealer now.
and dependable* Three years to pay
Picnic.
Columbus, but they bad Dettei not 1 prefer tbe Purple.
for themselves for one meal this
make any mistakes because that
DARTMOUTH BROWN: Tbe In
bles; music, host Grange; “Some
AIRTEMP OIL BURNERS. BOILER BURNERS, COOLING UNITS
PITHY POMONA PROGRAM
For yards around these old Society week, the money usually spent by the
Northwestern team Is ready to go dians will find tbe Bears good bunt
Common Weeds and Their Control;
cottages the earth now looks like a dormitory on the meal to be turned
SUMMER AND WINTER AIR CONDITIONERS
COLGATE-TULANE: This game ing. I'm afraid. Brown cant come
Knox Pomona Grange will meet Herbert Waltz, J. R Danforth; cur
color chart in a paint shop. There over to the student senate for ex
is always one ot the most spectac aloog fast enough.
Represented by
with Ocean View Grange, Martins- rent events, Dyson Jameson, Edward
are green rocks and red rocks, not penditure.
ular of any year because ot tbe
NOTRE DAME WISCONSIN: El*
•
•
•
AIRTEMP,
N. Y. SALES CORP.
vUle.
Saturday,
at
which
time
this
Ludwig; song. Grangers; roll call,
open play of both teams. Last year. | mei Layden aDd Harry Stubldreher,
solidly painted nor completely cov
405
LEXINGTON
AVE.. NEW YORK
Norma
Eaton
and
Madaleine
Salis

program
will
be
presented:
Song,
“
My
favorite
garden
flower."
Tulane
took
It.
14
to
6.
This
year
|
two
ol
the
Immortal
Four
Horse

ered, but delicately festooned and ]
G. A. LAWRENCE CO.. 23 Tfflson Ave.. Rix-kland. Me
it looks to me like Colgate s turn men. will face each other from
"It's a Good Thing To Be a Granger:"
Debate, "Resolved, that husbands
«».. ■ ■. ■ »IBI Winwmawwn•
• • • • : I l.BJN«l. "W.VW"V • «z •
awzwto
arabesqued by flying gobs of paint. bury spent the weekend at their
CORNELL-SYRACUSE: Another opposite benches. They used to
welcome address, master of host should try all the new dishes their
There are raspberry bushes with i homes in Belfast. Edith Fitzpatrick I
dingdong battle, almost a grudge take turns winning games, and this
Grange: response. Albert Gross’ wives prepare for them." Ida Goss, af
white leaves and in one place there and Grethe Bray were at home on
fight. Cornell will De Improving lime It looks like Layden's day.
Deer
Isle.
speaker, to be announced; roll call, firmative. Arthur Clark, negative;
is orchid colored grass.
•
• • • •
choice bits of favorite poetry; ques closing song. “Home Sweet Home "
Now lt'i your turn to ptek them. Another “ten best” games next week,
Some of the paint, of course,'
Robert Sprague, junior and fresh
tion. "Is the tractor practical on the
reached its objective and seven of
man president of his class, left for
Surveys show that unpadded potaaverage farm?" opened by Worthy
the cottages that border the grove :
games
and
the
third
contest
comes
'
The
bureau
of
agricultural
eco

his home in Danforth to enter a
j to diggers cause more than one and
Master J. R. Danforth.
above the spot where the old audi
up
this
week.
Both
teams
are
prac'
nomics
estimates
that
this
year's
to[
hospital in Houlton as an appendi
Musical selection, host Grange; dis one-half times as much bruising as
torium stood, now look extremely self
from {arm product£
citis patient. The case was not acute, tiring assidiously for the deriding tg, cash
111
cussion,
“How I made good use of our padded graders. Padding the bottom
concious and the four or five that are
contest.
but needed attention.
....
wiU
be
about
87
850.000.000.
This
Is
York.
California,
Pennsylvania.
Ohio,
Almost
half
of
the
26.221.052
auto

of
the
potato
barrel
with
old
sacks
or
vegetable
garden
this
summer;
Net

left in the faded finery of th< ad- ;
■ • ■ •
Byron Eaton is now teaching in a 8ain
11 percent over last year tie Copeland. Addie Norwood. Ethel inner tubes further reduces the mobile registrations in 1935 were ac Illinois, Michigan. Texas and New
ministration of Grover Cleveland,
Vice-Principal Earle Merrill of
counted for by eight states: New Jersey.
grades
1-2.
j
and
81
percent
over 1952.
j Danforth; garden contest—vegeta damage.
don't look so good.
Washington State Normal School
To a visitor who is at all familiar (Machiasi and two men students
with the history of this old camp were school guests on Saturday. They
Miss Gertrude Lewi* and Mrs.
ground. the changes made present conferred with Faculty Advisor Ever Hobbs of town entertained Miss
something of the aspect of an old ett Nason relative to the possibilities Nellie Harvey and Miss Mary Bills on
lady who has had her face lifted and of bringing two male fraternities, Sunday noon.
• • • •
her hair bobbed and is trying her both local in organization, together.
• • • •
best to keep up with a younger gen
Miss Elizabeth Sawyer arrived to
eration whom she admires but can
The entire faculty and student meet her first class on Monday mornnot quite understand.
bodies of the normal school were en I ing. Miss Sawyer was formerly as
A partial list of some of the im tertained at tea on Tuesday from four sociated with the Crosby High School
provements effected follows:
until six o'clock by Rev. and Mrs. faculty in Belfast, and comes to
Regarding of Auditorium Park and Randall Hilton of the Unitarian ES.NS.. to fill a staff vacancy in
cleaning up the banks and water Church. Mrs. W. D. Hall poured for the English Department. Miss Saw
yer will also have general supervision
front.
about 70 guests.
• • • *
of all dramatic work on campus.
Extensive repairs of many cross j
The freshmen girls took the second
• • • •
streets under the direction of Road
in the series of bat-ball games be
Commissioner Fred Scribner.
Miss Nellie Harvey, well known for
• • • •
tween the first and second classes to her long association with the Castine
The building of a sea wall and ex the tune of 6-5. This ties up the Normal School teaching staff, and
tensive alterations of the Mortifner ,
recently retired from active instruc
cottage on the South Shore.
the what-not in the parlor along tion. spent a long weekend in Cas
The sale and occupancy of the with the conch shells and mineral tine. Addressing the Womans Club
Cobe summer home.
specimens and other curios. iGosh. on Saturday, she was a guest until
The filling in and commencement how the place has changed *
Wednesday of Prln. and Mrs. W. D
of regarding the park at the corner
They took their tents with them Hall. On Monday morning she met
of Clinton Ave and George street.
and erected them on platforms made the student and faculty, groups,
Furthur removal of rocks and for the purpose and hung a lantern speaking briefly to the former upon
boulders to enlarge the swimming 6n a nail driven into the tent pole.
the advantages accruing from parti
OFFER NO. 1
beach.
A lantern which threw shadows on cipation in extra-curricula activities.
A list of some of the cottages which the walls of the tents to the vast
have undergone more or less exten amusement of the children, and they
Madaleine Salisbury had as Sun
sive improvements, would include:
sang lustily and ate mightily for the day guests Mr. and Mrs. Harvard
A REGULAR $7.05 VALUE FOR
The Lincolnville cottage, Completely good of thetr souls.
Salisbury, their daughter Mary, Mrs.
razed and rebuilt in a more attrac
Excursions came from Bangor and Hume Thistle and her children
tive form.
Bucksport on the old Sedgewick, the Dwinal. Harvard. Annette, and Mary,
The Rockport Cottage, remodelled. Castine and other river boats and all of Belfast.
The Unity cottage, repainted and dumped hords of visiting relatives
• • • •
interior remodelled.
and their families during campmeet-1 Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and
The Carmel cottage, repainted and ing week. Every execursion brought daughter Lo's were weekend guests
a new porch added.
its band along; C. O. Dickey was of Supt. and Mrs. FLS. Morse in
The Rockland cottage, repainted postmaster, storekeeper, ice man, South Thomaston.
and new porches built.
baggage master, chief of police, and
UNTIL
The North Searsport cottage, re honorary mayor, cottages were built
NOV.
16
painted and remodelled.
with large front rooms for Sunday
ONLY
The Orrington Center cottage, re services and evening meetings when
painted and two new porches built. it rained, the Auditorium was con
The Brewer cottage interior rebuilt. structed and the place waxed fat and
The Bucksport cottage, minor re prospered.
• • • •
pairs.
OFFER NO. i consists of the deal you see illustrated at
The Winterport cottage, repainted
Maybe it was the automobile that
M.ADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
made the change and maybe it was
and remodelled.
the left: one carton of six Mazda lamps up to and includ
e 9 • •
the contribution box. Maybe it was
ing 6o-watt size, one ioo-watt Mazda lamp, and one Better
These cottages, once the property the sale of summer cottage lots to
Light-Better Sight Table and Reading Lamp—a $7.05 value
of societies within the churches of people who wanted to play cards
for $2.95.
those towns for which they are more than was thought seemly, and
named, have been with two excep maybe it was just the sheer summer
tions. purchased by individual own beauty of the place. Anj’way the
ers for their personal uses, and the years have brought many changes to
repairs and changes made show’ a the old campground and with the
spirit of co-operative betterment of passing of the Auditorium last fall
OFFER NO. 2
which any summer community might and the dissolution of the Camp
A $1.10 VALUE
well be proud.
ground Association this summer,
To a host of people still living in much of the religious atmosphere of
Rockland and nearby towns, North- the locality has disappeared and
port has many sentimental memories. been replaced with an air more in
For many years it was the summer keeping with Sunday golf and after
mecca of the Methodist Episcopal noon bridge.
Church in Eastern Maine and the
Time was when neither of these
OFFER NO. 2 consists of one carton of six Mazda
staunch old elders of a former gen modern pastimes would have been
lamps up to and including 60-watt size, and one 100eration hitched up the old gray mare, allowed on the grounds. Even now
tied a ribbon on the whipstock and there are those who, after a round of
watt Mazda lamp.
journeyed over roads that the pres- golf with a score of one hundred and
AND
UP
sent generation would scorn even to j fifty or so, still think it is a crime;
This Better Light-Better Sight Table and Reading Lamp is handsomely styled, and
Your Old Range Taken in
try, bound for Northport to worship ! but the course this year reports in
constructed of the finest materials. It is finished in bronze. The shade is suede
Exchange
and maybe to do a little horse trad creased business and all through the
texture on the outside and opaque white on the inside, with a decorative fabric braid
Atlantic Ranges are available In
past season it was necessary to en
ing on the side.
around the top and bottom edges. The inside glass reflector, illustrated in the small
Black and All Enamel Finishes
Food they carried the like of which gage one of the available tennis
sketch above, softens and diffuses the light. You’ll find many uses for this lamp; as
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
has not been seen ln Maine for years. courts far in advance of the desired
POWE^tOMPANY
an end-table lamp, as a regular table lamp, as a reading and study lamp, as a nightDoughnuts and buttermilk and big game in order to get a chance to play
lamp, etc. The entire deal shown above costs you only about one-half the price you
goldrn pumpkin pies. Cookies and at all.
would regularly pay for the table lamp alone. It’s a real buy—place your order now!
Taken by and large Northport
big loaves of home made “yeast ’
bread. Apple butter and honey, pound seems destined for a return of pros
TEL. 980
cake chickens and corn with hay and perity whether it is called North313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
oats for the horse. A can opener in port Campground, or Bayside.
47-tl

This Week's
10 Best Games

HAVE DEPENDABLE
LOW-COST HEAT

F

AIRTEMP:^^
ENGINEERED BY CHRYSLER

Get your "Better Sight" Lamp Now

while our AnnualLampCampaign is on!

Two Money-saving Lamp Offers!

i

)

Aflanfic
RANGES

For 90c

Features Ot This Lamp

centrajSmaine

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

those days was something to put on

A Member of the Colony

ON

DISPLAY

AT

ANY

OF

OUR

STORES

